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Abstract 

Molecular markers are being applied increasingly to various aspects of tree 

improvement. This thesis reports two such applications. The first involves tracing the 

natural origins and assessing the genetic diversity of the Portuguese Landrace of E. 

globulus, which is a core component of the Portuguese breeding program. In order to 

achieve this, variation in chloroplast DNA (cpDNA) sequence and microsatellite 

allele frequency in 47 individuals of the Portuguese Landrace were compared with 

native stand material. The native gene pool of E. globulus is genetically diverse, with 

substantial geographically structured genetic variation in molecular markers, which 

makes it possible to trace the origin of germplasm of unknown pedigree, such as the 

Portuguese Landrace. Similar affinities suggested by the two independent marker 

systems provided strong evidence that the Portuguese Landrace was predominantly 

derived from south-eastern Tasmania and to a lesser extent south-eastern Victoria. 

Ascertaining the origin of and diversity in such populations will help to avoid 

inbreeding and will capture the most favourable traits from native populations when 

they are used in breeding programs. 

The second application of molecular markers addressed in this thesis involved the 

construction of a genetic linkage map and searching for molecular markers 

associated with quantitative trait loci (QTL) in E. globulus. This study focussed on 

identifying QTL for susceptibility to Mycosphaerella leaf blotch (MLB), a fungal 

disease affecting the growth of eucalypt plantations worldwide, and other potentially 

correlated traits. In order to search for QTL, parental and consensus linkage maps 

were constructed in an F2 inter-provenance cross of Eucalyptus globulus with clonal 

replication. The consensus map used for QTL detection contained 169 markers (34 

SSR and 135 AFLP loci) in 11 linkage groups. The inclusion of SSR markers 

allowed comparison of linkage and QTL information to other mapping and QTL 

studies conducted in different mapping pedigrees of E. globulus and other species in 

the subgenus Symphyomyrtus. The F2 was genetically variable, with significant 

differences detected between genotypes for all recorded traits. Significant QTL were 

detected for susceptibility to MLB, herbivory by the autumn gum moth, growth and 

vegetative phase change. In the case of MLB susceptibility, two major unlinked QTL 



explained over 70 6/0 of the phenotypic variance. This study reports the first QTL 

affecting height to vegetative phase change and disease resistance in E. globulus. 

These findings will help to elucidate the genetic control of these complex traits in 

Eucalyptus, and provide information that will be useful in attempts to incorporate 

them into breeding programs. 
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Chapter 1: General introduction 

Domestication and breeding in forest trees usually involve recurrent selection and 

mating in order to bring about changes in gene frequencies (Eldridge etal. 1993). In 

comparison to crop plants, traditional breeding approaches, such as selling and 

backcrossing, are hampered in forest trees because most are outcrossing, suffering from 

a high genetic load and inbreeding depression (Potts and Wiltshire 1997). These factors 

make the fixation of desirable alleles in a particular genetic background difficult 

(Campbell et al. 2003). The long generation time characteristic of forest trees, and often 

poor juvenile-mature trait correlations, also slow the rate of genetic improvement 

(Grattapaglia etal. 1996). However, a vast amount of genetic variation exists in many 

natural populations and is potentially available for domestication (Loveless and Hamrick 

1984; Burley and Kanowski 2005). Furthermore, forest trees are at a very early stage of 

domestication in comparison to crop plants, most being only a few generations removed 

from wild populations (Moran etal. 2000; Potts et al. 2004), providing ample 

opportunity for the incorporation of germplasm from native populations. 

Eucalyptus globulus domestication and improvement 

Eucalyptus globulus (Myrtaceae; sensu Brooker 2000) is a forest tree native to the island 

of Tasmania, the Bass Strait Islands and the south-east of continental Australia 

(Williams and Potts 1996). Following the discovery of the species by Labillardiere in 

1799, it was rapidly distributed far from its natural origin and by the late 19 th  century 

plantings were well established in southern Europe and northern Africa (Doughty 2000). 

Today, Eucalyptus globulus is the principal temperate region hardwood plantation 

species, with extensive plantations world-wide in areas as diverse as India, Chile, 

Portugal and Australia (Potts etal. 2004). Its success as a plantation species is primarily 

based on its short fibre pulp, which is favoured by the pulp and paper industry. 

Favourable pulping characteristics, in combination with a broad adaptability, have led to 

the continued expansion of the global plantation estate (from an estimated 800 000 ha in 

1973 [Poynton 1979], to 1.7 million ha in 1995 [Tibbits et al. 1997] to around 2.5 
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million ha to date [Potts etal. 2004]) making E. globulus a tree species of great 

economic importance. 

Formal breeding of E. globulus did not commence until the late 1960s, with small 

breeding programmes in Portugal and Australia (Dillner et al. 1971; Orme 1977). The 

first major provenance collection of E. globulus was undertaken in 1975-76 ("Orme 

collection"; Orme 1977), followed by a more extensive collection in 1987-88 by the 

CSIRO Australian Tree Seed Centre (Gardiner and Crawford 1987, 1988). The late 

1980s and early 1990s saw the establishment of the majority of the E. globulus breeding 

programmes as global demand for pulpwood increased (Tibbits et al. 1997). Most of 

these breeding programmes concentrated on provenance testing, followed by family tests 

and the assessment of genetic parameters. Eucalyptus globulus breeding programmes are 

currently active in at least seven countries including Australia, France, Spain, Portugal, 

Chile, Uruguay and Ethiopia (Potts et al. 2004), with most based on the Orme and 

CSIRO collections and in some cases selections from local landraces (e.g. India, 

Venkatesan etal. 1984; Portugal, Dillner et al. 1971; Chile, Griffin 2001). 

The application of molecular 'markers to forest tree improvement 

The last two decades has seen the rapid development of molecular marker technologies, 

to the point where they are now used routinely in many crop breeding programmes (e.g 

Gupta etal. 1999; Lorz and Wendel 2005). In comparison, the application of molecular 

markers to tree breeding has progressed more slowly. However, interest in their use is 

increasing, with research aimed at molecular breeding being undertaken in several 

regions of the world, mainly in pines, poplar and eucalypts (see reviews by Walter etal. 

1998; Butcher etal. 1999; Jain and Minocha 2000; Campbell etal. 2003; Shepherd and 

Jones 2004). The use of molecular markers has numerous potential applications for the 

identification and management of genetic variability, uncovering the genetic control of 

complex traits and potentially helping the selection of superior genotypes (Butcher et al. 

1999). In this chapter a brief review is provided of some of the applications in which 

molecular markers have, and potentially will, be useful in tree improvement in the 
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general areas of: characterisation of base populations and breeding programmes; seed 

production; mapping quantitative trait loci (QTL); and gene identification. 

Base population characterisation 

In terms of characterising base populations (i.e. natural populations of a domesticated 

species), molecular markers can provide novel insights into the extent and distribution of 

genetic variability that is available to breeding populations as well as evolutionary 

processes contributing to this variability (e.g. Moran et al. 2000). Specifically, genetic 

diversity can be quantified in terms of partitioning of its components, allelic richness, 

observed and expected heterozygosity and Wrights inbreeding coefficient (e.g. Jones et 

al. 2006b). Genetic diversity has been studied extensively in native populations of most 

economically important forest trees including Swietenia macrophylla (mahogony; 

Gillies et al. 1999), Alnus rubra (red alder; Xie et al. 2002), Cedrela odorata (Spanish 

cedar; Gillies et al. 1997), Populus nigra (black poplar; Winfield et al. 1998), Acacia 

mangium (Butcher etal. 1998), Pinus radiata (Moran and Bell 1987), and Eucalyptus 

species as such E. nitens (Byrne et al. 1998), E. urophylla (House and Bell 1994), E. 

grandis (Jones et al. 2006a), and E. cladocalyx (Macdonald et al. 2003). Eucalyptus 

glob ulus is perhaps the most thoroughly studied of any eucalypt species (reviewed by 

Potts et al. 2004). The base population has been studied extensively using random 

amplified polymorphic DNA (RAPDs; Nesbitt etal. 1995), nuclear microsatellites or 

simple sequence repeats (SSR; Jones et al. 2002a; Steane et al. 2006), functional genes 

(McKinnon et al. 2005; Poke et al. 2003) and chloroplast DNA (cpDNA; Freeman et al. 

2001; McKinnon etal. 2004). With the exception of the functional genes studied, these 

markers are considered neutral to selection. Hence, the quantified variability within and 

between populations is more likely to reflect time since isolation, bottlenecks and gene 

flow as opposed to morphological traits that are influenced by selection (Jones et al. 

2002a; Steane et al. 2006). In particular, studies of cpDNA variation have provided a 

completely new perspective into past evolutionary processes operating in E. globulus 

(Freeman et al. 2001; McKinnon et al. 2004). The cpDNA genome is inherited 

uniparentally and maternally in Eucalyptus (Byrne etal. 1993; McKinnnon etal. 2001a) 

and is therefore dispersed by seed only. Very strong spatial structuring is evident among 
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cpDNA genomes of E. globulus. In combination with concordant spatial structuring in 

the majority of the Tasmanian species in the same subgenus (Symphyomyrtus), this 

provided strong evidence for widespread interspecific hybridisation in the past, resulting 

in one of the largest scale occurrences of `chloroplast capture' ever reported (McKinnon 

etal. 2001a). The adaptive significance of such past hybridisation on the nuclear 

genome is the subject of further study (McKinnon et al. 2005). 

Characterising breeding populations 

The geographic origins of breeding populations can potentially be determined from 

knowledge of the extent and distribution of genetic variability in molecular markers 

amongst natural populations. For example, the aforementioned strong spatial structuring 

that is evident in the cpDNA genome in natural populations of E. globulus provides a 

reference with which to identify the maternal origin of unpedigreed material, and for 

seed certification. Knowledge concerning the genetic variability in natural populations 

also provides a benchmark for comparison of the genetic diversity and inbreeding levels 

in breeding populations. Selectively neutral molecular markers provide ideal tools for 

these applications in contrast to morphological traits that may be influenced by selection. 

Such tools have been used in tree species including Pinus radiata (Moran and Bell 1987; 

Richardson etal. 1997), Pinus caribaea (Zheng and Ennos 1999), Acacia mangium 

(Butcher etal. 1998) and Eucalyptus globulus (Astorga eta!; 2004; Gemas et al. 2004; 

Jones etal. 2006b). For example, Moran and Bell (1987) compared allozyme 

frequencies between Australian breeding programs and native stand material of Pinus 

radiata. The results suggested that the Australian material was derived mostly from 

populations in Ano Nuevo and Monterey, from which most of the genetic diversity had 

been captured. The three remaining native populations were identified as areas of high 

priority for screening and inclusion in breeding programmes (Moran and Bell 1987). In 

the case of Acacia mangium, genetic diversity was examined using SSR markers in an 

exotic seed orchard in Sumatra, Indonesia, which was used to stock Indonesian 

plantations (Butcher et al. 1998). The genetic diversity in the seed orchard was 

compared to its founder population in Australia (the Daintree, Queensland) and other 

native populations occurring in Papua New Guinea and the Moluccas. The results 
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demonstrated that the founding Daintree population featured low genetic diversity 

relative to other native populations, resulting in very high levels of inbreeding (70%). 

Hence, the Sumatran seed orchard and plantations throughout Indonesia sourced from 

this seed orchard also exhibited high levels of inbreeding (Butcher etal. 1998). 

Molecular fingerprinting 

The correct identification of elite genotypes is extremely important in breeding 

programs, particularly those which rely on controlled crosses or on the correct 

identification of clones for mass propagation (Walter etal. 1998; Butcher etal. 1999). 

The cost of mislabelling can be substantial and will compound as improvement 

programs progress through generations (Vaillancourt etal. 1998), especially if 

mislabelled trees are used as mothers for clonal propagation. Traditionally, clone and 

cultivar identificatiOn has been based on a combination of morphological and 

phenological characteristics. For example, the method adopted by the International 

Poplar Commission for identification, registration and certification of poplar clones is 

based on 64 morphological, phenological and floral characters (IUPOV 1981, cited by 

Rajora and Rahman 2003). However, this method of clonal identification is difficult, 

ambiguous and time consuming (Rajora and Rahman 2003). In contrast, molecular 

fingerprinting is a very powerful tool for rapidly and unambiguosly determining 

genotype identity. This technology has been used to register new cultivars in annual and 

perennial crops (Diwan and Cregan 1997; Dore etal. 2001) and will also be useful for 

this purpose in forest trees (Rajora and Rahman 2003). RAPD markers (Castiglione et 

al. 1993; Keil and Griffin 1994; Sigurdsson etal. 1995; Heinze etal. 1996; Vaillancourt 

etal. 1998; Tripathi etal. 2006) and isozymes (Adams 1983; Harju and Muona 1989) 

have been used successfully to identify clones. However, SSR markers, due to their 

multi-allelic nature, can fingerprint individuals with a much lower probability of error 

(Rajora and Rahman 2003; Kirst et al. 2005). Molecular markers have been used 

successfully to detect errors in genotype identity in improvement programs in various 

conifers (Adams 1983; Harju and Muona 1989; Wheeler and Jech 1992; Heinze etal. 

1996; Bell et al. 2004), Populus (Sigurdsson etal. 1995; Rajora and Rahman 2003) and 

Eucalyptus (Keil and Griffin 1994; Vaillancourt et al. 1998; Rocha etal. 2002; Kirst et 
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al. 2005; Tripathi et al. 2006). Error rates in genotype identification are often 

disturbingly high. For example, on average about 10% of ramets were found to have the 

incorrect genotype in breeding programmes of species such as Douglas fir, Scots pine 

and loblolly pine (Adams 1983; Harju and Muona 1989; Wheeler and Jech 1992). 

Seed production 

Molecular markers also have many potential applications for quality control in seed 

production. These include verifying controlled pollination, quantifying outcrossing rates 

in open pollinated seed orchards, studying gene flow patterns and rates of pollen 

contamination in open pollinated progeny, all of which rely on paternity testing (Adams 

etal. 1988, 1997; Neale et al. 1992; Wheeler and Jech 1992). A quantification of the 

rates of outcrossing versus selfing is important to avoid inbreeding and maintain 

adequate levels of genetic diversity for continuous gains. A combination of RAPD and 

AFLP marker systems has been used to estimate outcrossing rates in an open pollinated 

breeding population of Eucalyptus urophylla (Gaiotto etal. 1997). Similarly, Patterson 

et al. (2004b) used isozymes to investigate factors affecting outcrossing rate in a clonal 

seed orchard of E. globulus, finding that the degree of self incompatibility of individual 

genotypes and the position of the flowers in the canopy had a greater correlation with 

outcrossing rates than flowering time or flower abundance. 

Open pollination is commonly used in seed orchards. In this case, paternity testing can 

be useful for determining the pollen parent and estimating rates of pollen contamination 

from external sources. Such findings can have important implications for orchard design. 

For example, paternity assignment by SSR markers was used to study pollen flow in a 

seed orchard of Eucalyptus grandis and demonstrated that nearly half of the progeny 

analysed (46%) resulted from pollen from outside the seed orchard, most likely from 

nearby E. grandis plantations (Shepherd and Jones 2004). Similarly, in a small E. 

grandis seed orchard in Madagascar, an estimated 39% of pollination was occurring 

from trees outside the seed orchard (Chaix et al. 2003). In both these and a similar study 

in a Eucalyptus regnans seed orchard (Burczyk et al. 2002), paternity analysis suggested 

extensive pollen flow throughout the orchards, with roughly 50% of effective pollen 
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coming from 40-50 m from the maternal parent. Another novel application of molecular 

markers involved retrospective selection of elite parent trees by paternity testing the 

paternity of their progeny using SSR markers (Grattapaglia etal. 2004b). Superior 

. individuals derived from a hybrid seed orchard with a single Eucalyptus grandis seed 

parent and six E. urophylla pollen parents were tested for their paternity. The results of 

this work suggested that three of the pollen parents essentially sired all of the selected 

offspring. In light of these findings the pollen parents with poor reproductive success 

were culled, which led to a significant realized gain in mean annual increment 

(Grattapaglia et al. 2004b). 

Controlled crossing of selected parents is an important aspect of many tree improvement 

programmes (Adams 1988; Walter etal. 1998). However, genetic gains can be 

compromised by factors such as pollen contamination and mislabelling. Molecular 

markers have been used to quantify error rates and, in some instances, identify the 

source of error. For example, Adams etal. (1988) used isozymes to determine the 

accuracy of controlled crossing in operational programs of conifers. They found 

surprisingly high error levels (-30%) in controlled crossing of Douglas fir and loblolly 

pine, occurring primarily on the paternal side by pollen contamination. In contrast, in 

Pinus radiata SSR markers have been applied to test the parentage of individuals in two 

controlled cross pedigrees that were planted at multiple sites (Butcher et al. 1999). Two 

percent of progeny were labelled incorrectly in one pedigree while 20% of progeny were 

labelled incorrectly in another. Most of the incorrectly labelled individuals occurred in a 

single trial, suggesting the error occurred at the stage of trial establishment, rather than 

during crossing (Butcher etal. 1999). Similarly, Keil and Griffin (1994) were able to 

detect errors in parentage of Eucalyptus clones supplied by a commercial organization. 

Samples that had been supplied as a single clone were found to be derived from two 

separate crosses involving different pairs of parents. 

The efficiency of new techniques for controlled pollination can also be tested using 

molecular techniques (Walter etal. 1998; Butcher etal. 1999). Seed orchard managers 

in New Zealand have experimented with various methods to produce control pollinated 
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seed in conifers, without the costly isolation of female cones. Paternity testing of 

experimental seed lots was carried out with nuclear SSR and paternally inherited 

chloroplast markers to determine the level of undesirable pollen parentage (Walter et al. 

1998). Similarly, in Eucalyptus nitens, an SSR study demonstrated that the period for 

which flowers were bagged following pollination had a significant effect on pollen 

contamination. Contaminants increased from 0% where bags were left in place for two 

weeks following pollination, to 20% where bags were removed one week after 

pollination (Butcher et al. 1999). Patterson et al. (2004a) used a rare isozyme allele to 

study the efficiency of supplementary mass pollination techniques for large scale 

production of elite E. globulus seed. The results of this study suggested that it was 

possible to produce seed with low levels of contamination or selling using a cut-style 

technique that does not require the costly steps of flower emasculation, isolation and 

labelling (Patterson et al. 2004a), and thus potentially having enormous benefits to seed 

producers. 

Mapping quantitative trait loci 

The development of molecular markers such as restriction fragment length 

polymorphism (RFLP; Helentjaris et al. 1985), RAPD (Williams et al. 1990), amplified 

fragment length polymorphism (AFLP; Vos et al. 1995) and SSR (Tautz 1989) has led 

to the availability of numerous polymorphisms, that are required for the construction of 

genetic linkage maps. Linkage maps based on molecular markers have been constructed 

for many important timber and .pulp wood species, including species of the genera Pinus, 

Populus, Picea, Castanea, Pseudotsuga and Eucalyptus (see reviews by Cervera et al. 

2000; Ahuja 2001). In many cases, these linkage maps have been used in attempts to 

locate the specific loci responsible for variation in quantitative traits, i.e. QTL (reviewed 

by Sewell and Neale 2000), by searching for marker-trait associations. Most QTL 

studies have focused on traits related to growth, stress resistance and wood properties in 

Eucalyptus (reviewed by Poke et al. 2005) and other forest trees (Sewell and Neale 

2000). Potential applications of linkage mapping and QTL analysis include marker-

assisted selection (MAS; Strauss et al. 1992; Wu 2002), providing a framework for map 

based cloning (Grattapaglia et al. 2004a) and candidate gene screening (Thamarus et al. 
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2002). Although QTL have not been directly applied to tree breeding, a benefit of QTL • 

studies that is often overlooked is their contribution to a fundamental understanding of 

the genetic architecture of quantitative traits and relating specific genetic loci to the 

biological mechanisms associated with desirable phenotypes (Strauss etal. 1992; 

Bradshaw and Stettler 1995). This information will be useful for both traditional and 

marker-assisted breeding (Sewell and Neale 2000): 

Marker-assisted selection involves indirect selection for specific traits in breeding 

programs using molecular markers, as opposed to selection based on phenotypic 

assessment. Marker-assisted selection has been successfully applied to breeding 

programs in some crop plants (e.g. Lorz and Wenzel 2005; Eglinton etal. 2006; 

Gardiner et al. 2006). Early selection based on molecular markers has the potential to 

yield even greater gains in forest trees than in annual crops because of their long 

generation time and the fact that most traits are assessed near rotation age. Hence, the 

possibility for QTL information to be used for MAS has been proposed for tree 

improvement in numerous taxa including Pinus (Devey et al. 2003; Wu 2002), Populus 

(Bradshaw and Stettler 1995) and Eucalyptus (Grattapaglia 2000; Missiagia etal. 2005). 

However, the highly heterozygous and outbred nature of forest trees makes MAS more 

challenging than in crop plants, due to factors such as large amounts of linkage 

equilibrium, unknown linkage phase and a lack of QTL stability in different genetic 

backgrounds, environments and throughout plant ontogeny (Strauss et al. 1992; Wu 

2002). As a result, despite initial high expectations for the use of MAS in forest trees, to 

date little progress has been made. 

In order for MAS to be widely accepted, the potential for it to yield substantial gains 

relative to conventional phenotypic selection must be demonstrated (Lande and 

Thompson 1990; Strauss etal. 1992; Wu 2002). Situations in which this may be possible 

include small elite breeding programs and hybrid breeding programs, particularly where 

clonal propagation is used. It would be possible to practise within-family selection in 

small elite breeding populations, if the phases of parent tree QTL-marker genotypes 

were known (Neale et al. 1992). Hybridisation and clonal propagation of selected 
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individuals are being used increasingly for breeding tropical eucalypts (Grattapaglia 

2000) and some conifers (Walter etal. 1998). Hybridisation generates substantial 

linkage disequilibrium, while non-additive genetic variation can be captured by clonal 

propagation. Both linkage disequilibrium, and non-additive genetic vartiation in a 

population facilitate the application of MAS (Strauss etal. 1992). Nonetheless, the 

potential gains from MAS should be considered for each specific trait individually 

(Grattapaglia 2000). In general, MAS is likely to yield greater gain relative to traditional 

phenotypic selection for traits of low heritability (Wu 2002). However, precise QTL 

location for traits of low heritability is difficult, requiring very large progeny sizes 

(Beavis 1998), clonal replication, representative genetic backgrounds and multiple 

environments (Grattapaglia 2000). For traits with high heritability, where QTL detection 

is most reliable, phenotypic selection is more efficient (Wu 2002). Exceptions are traits 

which are highly heritable, but in which phenotypic assessment is difficult or costly, 

such as wood properties or disease resistance (Strauss et a/.1992; Wu 2002). For 

example, the assessment of wood properties is costly, potentially destructive and 

requires trees to reach rotation age. Similarly, the accurate quantification of disease 

severity is challenging and requires an outbreak in the pedigree of interest, while factors 

such as disease escape within a field trial can complicate the assessment of true 

genetically governed resistance or tolerance. 

In conclusion, despite the limited application of QTL for MAS in forest trees to date, the 

potential for their future application remains, given the rapid develpoment of high-

throughput markers such as array based markers (e.g. diversity array technology; Lezar 

etal. 2004). Such markers will susbstantially reduce the cost of genotyping, thereby 

facilitating the use of larger mapping pedigrees and the investigation of QTL stability in 

different genetic backgrounds, environments and developmental stages. 

Gene location 

A limitation of the QTL approach is that the specific genes underlying quantitative traits 

are not identified. Given relatively small mapping populations, confidence intervals 

from QTL identification in forest trees are typically 10-20 cM and may contain hundreds 
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of functional genes. Selection based on the specific genes underlying quantitative traits 

would be of great value, since attempts to use QTL for selection will rely on minimising 

recombination between QTL and marker loci (Sewell and Neale 2000). This is 

particularly relevant for outcrossed forest trees, in which linkage equilibrium can result 

in recombination between even tightly linked markers and QTL. 

The candidate gene approach is one potential method of gene identification. Candidate 

genes are known genes that putatively affect trait expression (Sewell and Neale 2000). 

Candidate genes may be identified from known genes that map to the same position as 

QTL, or through a priori knowledge of the regulatory or biochemical pathways involved 

in trait expression (Thamarus et al. 2002). The role that a candidate gene plays in the 

expression of a quantitative trait can then be estimated by QTL methods, where the 

candidate gene serves as an additional phenotypic marker (e.g. Thamarus et al. 2004). 

Candidate genes have been mapped in various forest trees including Eucalyptus (Gion et 

al. 2000; Thamarus et al. 2002; Missiagia etal. 2005), Pinus (Brown et al. 2003; Pot et 

al. 2006) and a Populus hybrid (Bradshaw et al. 1994). For example, genes of known 

function involved in monolignol biosynthesis and floral expression in addition to 31 

cambium-specific expressed sequence tags were mapped on an RFLP based linkage map 

in E. globulus (Thamarus etal. 2002). Some of these genes co-located with QTL for 

wood properties (Thamarus et al. 2004) suggesting that these loci may contribute to 

variation in wood properties. 

Another approach for identifying the specific genes underlying quantitative traits 

is through expression profiling (Boerjan 2005). Microarrays can be used to determine 

gene expression levels in segregating populations thereby identifying genomic regions 

that explain transcript variation in co-regulated genes (Kirst et al. 2004). When 

correlated with phenotypic data from a quantitative character this approach has 

successfully identified positional candidate genes by co-localising gene expression QTL 

with conventional QTL (Kirst et al. 2004; Plomion et al. 2004). The first application of 

this approach in forest trees was in an interspecific backcross in Eucalyptus, where QTL 

for growth co-localised with expression QTL for lignin-related genes (Kirst et al. 2004), 
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suggesting that growth and lignin characteristics were controlled by the same loci. Only 

one of the lignin-related genes mapped at the growth QTL, the gene encoding the 

enzyme S-adenosylmethionine synthase. A similar strategy to identify candidate genes 

for yield was undertaken at the proteome level in maritime pine (Plomion et al. 2004). 

While these results were promising, candidate genes identified by these methods could 

be associated with the trait in question simply because of linkage in the mapping 

pedigree (Boerjan 2005). 

To verify that a candidate gene is influencing a quantitative trait, association studies can 

be used to link the variation in a trait with single nucleotide polymorphisms (SNPs) 

within a gene (Boerjan 2005). This technique takes advantage of the linkage 

disequilibrium generated in natural populations by many generations of recombination 

and random mating, which ensures that only tightly linked markers will show an 

association, allowing greater precision than standard QTL mapping procedures 

(Gonzalez-Martinez et al. 2006). Furthermore, because associations are studied in 

natural populations rather than in isolated pedigrees, they will be far more likely to apply 

across different genetic backgrounds. Therefore, association mapping can potentially 

circumvent many of the problems involved with traditional QTL mapping. However, 

association mapping does have some potential limitations. For example, population 

structure @resent in most widely distributed forest trees) is the most common cause of 

systematic bias in association studies (Marchini et al. 2004; Hirschon and Daly 2005), 

although methods have been developed that correct for population structure (Pritchard et 

al. 2000b) and have been applied successfully to plant species (Thornsberry etal. 2001). 

The large genome sizes characteristic of tree species (poplar and pine genomes are 

approximately four and 160 times larger than Arabidopsis, respectively) may prevent 

genome wide association studies because of the vast numbers of SNPs that would be 

required to adequately cover the genome (Gonzalez-Martinez et al. 2006). As a result, a 

more realistic approach to association mapping, based on candidate genes and flanking 

promoter regions has been suggested for forest trees (Neale and Savolainen 2004). The 

genomics projects underway in Populus, Eucalyptus, Pinus and Picea have produced a 

vast number of candidate genes suitable for association mapping (Nehra etal. 2005), 
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while variants involving SNPs and indels are common in these candidate genes (Poke et 

al. 2003; Gill et al. 2003; Brown etal. 2004; Ingvarsson 2005). A further prerequisite 

for the successful use of association mapping in forest trees is a quantification of linkage 

disequilibrium (Ingvarsson 2005). Although linkage disequilibrium has been well 

studied in crop plants such as maize, it has been examined little in forest trees. However, 

recent studies investigating this issue have demonstrated the rapid decay of linkage 

disequilibrium within candidate genes in Populus (Ingvarsson 2005), various conifers 

(Brown et al. 2004; Gonzalez-Martinez et al. 2006) and Eucalyptus (see Poke et al. 

2005), indicating the potential for association genetics to identify genes responsible for 

trait variation. Consequently, association mapping projects are currently well underway 

in various conifer genera (Neale and Savolainen 2004), Populus and Eucalyptus 

(Thamarus etal. 2002; Grattapaglia 2004a). In the case of Eucalyptus, Thumma et al. 

(2005) identified 25 SNPs in cinnamoyl CoA reductase, a key lignin gene, in E. nitens. 

Two SNPs were significantly associated with microfibril angle. These were confirmed in 

two segregating full-sib families of E. nitens and E. globulus, indicating the potential for 

their use in gene assisted selection. 

In summary, molecular markers have already provided a substantial contribution to 

improvement programmes in many forest trees. With genome sequencing efforts for 

many forest trees, including Eucalyptus (see Poke et al. 2005), well underway and the 

development of novel techniques for identifying specific genes underlying quantitative 

traits and ultimately allowing gene assisted selection, we are now at the brink of 

developing far more sophisticated applications for molecular markers. Hence, the 

application of molecular markers to forest tree improvement will no doubt continue to 

increase in the future. The greatest challenge will be to integrate the growing body of 

molecular research with traditional breeding practices. 

Thesis outline 

This thesis reports two diverse applications of molecular markers to tree improvement in 

E. globulus. The first involves tracing the geographic origin of the Portuguese Landrace 
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of E. globulus and assessing its genetic diversity. The second involves the construction 

of a linkage map and the detection of QTL in E. globulus, with a focus on susceptibility 

to Mycosphaerella leaf blotch. 

The specific aims of this PhD study were: 

-To use chloroplast DNA and nuclear SSR markers to find the Australian origins, and to 

compare the amount of genetic diversity in the Portuguese Landrace with that of native 

populations of E. globulus (Chapter 2). 

-To produce parental and consensus linkage maps in an outbred F2 ,  inter-provenance 

cross of E. globulus, using AFLPs and SSR markers (Chapter 3). 

-To allow comparison of linkage information and QTL between maps previously 

produced in the subgenus Symphyomyrtus, by mapping fully informative SSR loci 

derived from a variety of sources, thereby providing a link and contributing to the 

development of reference maps for E. globulus and the subgenus (Chapter 3). 

-To use the consensus linkage map and quantitative genetic analysis to investigate the 

genetic control of resistance to Mycosphaerella leaf blotch and other potentially 

correlated traits (Chapter 4). 

The three experimental chapters (2-4) are presented as self-contained units in the style of 

scientific journal articles. Each chapter contains an introduction to the relevant literature, 

outlining the potential contribution of the study undertaken to the field of research. A 

discussion of the findings of each study in relation to the relevant literature and 

conclusions from each chapter are also presented. Due to the level of discussion in each 

experimental chapter, Chapter 5 presents a brief general conclusion to summarise the 

major findings, their implications and directions for future research. 
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Chapter 2: Origins and diversity of the Portuguese Landrace 

of Eucalyptus globulus 

Submitted to Annals of Forest Science as: Freeman JS, Marques CMP, Carocha V, 

Borralho N, Potts BM, Vaillancourt RE. Origins and diversity of the Portuguese 

Landrace of Eucalyptus globulus. 

Introduction 

Numerous studies have investigated the geographic origins of crop plants (e.g. 

Vaillancourt and Weeden 1992; Abbo et al. 2001; Ozkan et al. 2005) and their genetic 

diversity relative to wild progenitors (e.g. Beebe et al. 2000; Votava et al. 2005). On a 

global scale, the domestication of many important crops including wheat, barley, lentil 

and chick pea has been traced back to the fertile crescent of the near east around 10,000 

years ago (Lev-Yadun et al. 2000; Salamini et al. 2002). In comparison, the 

domestication of forest trees grown for timber and fibre is in its infancy for most taxa 

(Campbell et al. 2003), with intensive domestication programs applied to only a few 

genera, including eucalypts, pines, poplars and acacias. However, despite their more 

recent domestication, in many cases historical records concerning the origin and genetic 

composition of founding populations of domesticated forest trees are uncertain and more 

detailed knowledge would be useful (Moran and Bell 1987; Moran et al. 2000). For 

example, spatially structured genetic variation has been demonstrated in many forest 

trees with widespread distribution (Moran 1992; Dumolin-Lapegue et al. 1997; Leonardi 

and Menozzi 1996; reviewed by Loveless and Hamrick 1984) and genetic material from 

some regions is usually preferred over others for breeding purposes (Moran et al. 2000). 

Hence, studies into the geographic origins of domesticated forest trees can identify the 

genetic resources captured during the domestication process and those that remain 

untapped (e.g. Moran and Bell 1987; Moran etal. 2000). Additionally, during the 

domestication process, tree breeders face the challenge of incorporating specific 

commercial traits while maintaining overall genetic diversity (Moran et al. 2000), 

making knowledge of the origin and genetic diversity of germplasm used in the 
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domestication of forest trees important for effective management of genetic resources 

(Richardson et al. 1997; Zheng and Ennos 1999). 

Eucalyptus glob ulus is widely grown for pulpwood plantations in temperate regions of 

the world (Eldridge etal. 1993; Potts etal. 2004). The natural distribution of E. globulus 

(sensu Brooker 2000) is restricted to south-eastern Australia, including the island of 

Tasmania, southern Victoria and the Bass Strait Islands (Figure 2.1). However, E. 

globulus seed was rapidly spread throughout the world in the 19 th  century and landraces 

are now established in many countries (Doughty 2000). The first formal domestication 

of the species began in Portugal in 1966, based on phenotypic selections from local 

landrace populations (Dillner etal. 1971; Potts etal. 2004). Breeding programs for E. 

globulus have since been established in other countries including Australia, Chile and 

Spain (Eldridge et al. 1993; Potts etal. 2004). In many cases the Australian origin of 

these exotic populations have not been well-documented and are often complicated by 

multiple introductions (Potts et al. 2004). There is also concern that some of these 

landraces have originated from a narrow genetic base that could, for example, have 

contributed to the poor performance of E. globulus in South Africa (Eldridge et al. 

1993). In addition, the area of origin within the native gene pool is important as the 

species is highly variable and germplasm from some areas have greater economic value 

for pulpwood plantations than others (Griffin 2001; Apiolaza et al. 2005). 

Figure 2.1 The natural distribution of 

Eucalyptus globulus and its major races as used 

in this study. Grey area indicates the natural 

distribution of the species. Geographical regions 

are shown in large font, while race names are 

shown in smaller font, with their boundaries 

defined by solid lines. Figure modified from 

Dutkowski and Potts (1999), based on new 

information from Lopez et al. (2001). 
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It is believed that E. globulus was first introduced into Portugal in 1829 (Doughty 2000), 

possibly via southern France, which is believed to have been an important secondary 

distribution point (Zacharin 1978). Later introductions of genetic material have no doubt 

taken place but, again, the Australian origin of these introductions is unrecorded. 

However, it is thought that the original Portuguese Landrace is probably derived from a 

narrow genetic base (Almeida 1993; Eldridge etal. 1993), which may have led to 

inbreeding (Eldridge etal. 1993). Eucalyptus globulus landrace material is now a major 

component of the breeding and deployment populations in Portugal (Araftjo et al. 1997; 

Eldridge etal. 1993; Gemas etal. 2004). Such programs usually combine the landrace 

material with more recently introduced germplasm of known Australian origin (e.g. 

Araajo etal. 1997). 

The phenotypic expression of quantitative traits has been used to estimate the population 

structure and genetic variation in landrace and native populations of E. globulus (e.g. 

Almeida etal. 1995; Dutkowski and Potts 1999; Lopez et al. 2002). Such analyses show 

that considerable spatially structured quantitative genetic variation exists in E. globulus 

and that the Portuguese Landrace appears to have affinities with the South-eastern 

Tasmanian race (Lopez etal. 2001; Orme 1977). However, many morphological traits 

are subject to selection, potentially giving an inaccurate picture of the genetic diversity 

and affinities of a given landrace (Jones et al. 2002a; Steane et al. 2006). The advent of 

selectively neutral molecular markers offers powerful tools to more accurately 

investigate these issues (e.g. Astorga et al. 2004; Gemas et al. 2004). Strong genetic 

differentiation exists within E. globulus at the molecular level in nuclear (Nesbitt et al. 

1995; Jones etal. 2002a; Steane etal. 2006) and chloroplast (Freeman etal. 2001; Soto 

et al. 2004) DNA markers. Two such markers developed for E. globulus are the -ILA+ 

(Freeman et al. 2001) region of chloroplast DNA (cpDNA) and nuclear SSR (Steane et 

al. 2001). CpDNA is inherited uniparentally and maternally in Eucalyptus (Byrne etal. 

1993; McKinnon etal. 200 1b), so will reflect the matrilineal component of an 

individual's pedigree, while nuclear SSR will reflect the overall genetic composition of 

an individual because they recombine in each generation. Several studies have 
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investigated the genetic diversity of selections from the E. globulus Portuguese Landrace 

compared to native material, based on morphology (Almeida etal. 1995; Lopez etal. 

2001) and ISSR markers (Gemas etal. 2004); however, this study is the first to use 

cpDNA and nuclear SSR markers in an attempt to find the Australian origins and to 

compare the amount of genetic diversity in the Portuguese E. globulus landrace with that 

of native populations of E. globulus. 
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Materials and methods 

Forty-seven trees were collected from 29 different localities from throughout the regions 

where E. glob ulus is grown in Portugal (Table 2.1; Fig 2.2). These trees were part of the 

initial RAIZ plus tree selection program, carried out during the late 1980s. The 

plantations were established using unimproved genetic material collected and produced 

in Portugal, hence representing the local Landrace. In addition, two trees of know 

Australian origin were also collected (see blind controls in Table 2.1), but the origins of 

these trees were masked until after the analysis was finished. DNA was extracted by the 

Doyle & Doyle (1990) method as modified by Grattapaglia & Sederoff (1994). 

The JLA+ region of the chloroplast genome was amplified and sequenced in both the 

forward and reverse directions, following the methods of Freeman et al. (2001), except 

that sequencing was performed on a CEQ8000 (Beckman Coulter) automated sequencer. 

Sequences were aligned manually using Sequence Navigator software (ABI 

PRISM/Perkin-Elmer). Haplotypes were classified by comparing the cpDNA sequence 

in each of the 47 Portuguese individuals with our extensive database of JLA+ variation, 

comprising 122 variable characters scored in 292 trees from native populations of E. 

globulus. The database incorporates 225 trees genotyped by Freeman et al. (2001), 37 by 

McKinnon et al. (2004) and an additional 30 native trees which were genotyped for this 

study, including two individuals from the Furneaux group, five from the Otways and 23 

from South-eastern Victoria. The sequence characters were based on those outlined by 

Freeman et al. (2001), with the addition of new characters discovered in E. globulus 

since that study. Portuguese Landrace individuals with cpDNA sequence identical to 

trees in the native range were identified as possessing the same (chloroplast genotype or) 

haplotype. CpDNA sequence affinities were used to assign haplotypes to groups that 

have been defined by phylogenetic analysis (Freeman et al. 2001; McKinnon et al. 

2004). Some of these groups were monophyletic, and are referred to as clades (such as 

the central and southern clades), while the central clade was further subdivided into the 

Cg and Cc groups. 
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Thirty-four Portuguese Landrace individuals were fingerprinted using nuclear SSR 

markers. PCRs for SSR Amplification used a total volume of 10 pi, containing 20 ng 

DNA, PCR buffer (67 mM Tris-HC1, pH 8.8, 16.6 mM (NH 4 )2SO4, 0.45% Triton X-

100, 0.2 

Table 2.1 Identity of Portuguese Landrace samples, their chloroplast DNA (cpDNA) haplotype and their 
cpDNA and SSR assignment to various regions of the natural distribution of E. globulus. CpDNA 
assignment is based on the natural distribution of the clade (Figure 2.3) or haplotype (Figure 2.4). The first 
letter of the cpDNA haplotype code indicates the clade (C or S) while the second letter, where present, 
indicated the group within the central clade (c or g). SSR assignment indicates the native race (see Figure 
2.1) with the highest and second highest probabilities of assignment, derived from analysis using Structure 
software (Pritchard et al. 2000a). * = Haplotypes endemic to the Portuguese Landrace. OP stands for 
open pollinated. CG741, and CG863 were 'blind controls' from known locations in Australia. 

Identity 

Locality 

(or pedigree) 

CpDNA 

haplotype 

CpDNA 

assignment SSR assignment (prob%) 

Portuguese Landrace 
•VF18 Azambuja Cc41 Tas (incl. King Is. SE Tas (64): W Tas (17) 

TB43 Rio Major Cc41 Tas (incl. King Is. NE Tas (71): S Tas (17) 

LP32 Castelo Paiva Cc41 Tas (incl. King Is. SE Tas (54): NE Tas (14) 

PL133 Povoa do Lanhoso Cc41 Tas (incl. King Is. SE Tas (72): S Tas (15) 

CT47 Coruche Cc56 SE Tas SE Tas (90): Tidal River (2) 

LB250 Serra Monchique Cc56 SE Tas SE Tas (94): W Tas (1) 

CN5 Abrantes Cc56 SE Tas SE Tas (89): S Tas (3) 

AF 12 Arouca Cc56 SE Tas 

CA 19 Mesao Frio Cc56 SE Tas SE Tas (80): S Tas (4) 

AL 12 Nisa Cc56 SE Tas 

EST7 Ponte Lima Cc56 SE Tas 

SN10 Sanguinhal Cc56 SE Tas 

AL 10 Nisa Cc56 SE Tas SE Tas (89): S Tas (3) 

PL30 Constancia Cc56 SE Tas SE Tas (94): NE + W Tas (1) 

RE25 Santa Tirso Cc70 * Widespread SE Tas (83): S Tas , (10) 

CN32 Abrantes Cg33 Gippsland 

F V19 Barcelos Cg33 Gippsland SE Tas (77): Strezlecki (6) 

LB244 Monchique Cg33 Gippsland Tidal River: (29): K1(2 1) 

SMC3 Barcelos Cg33 Gippsland •Furneaux (30): SE Tas (25) 

SPR7 Lousada Cg33 Gippsland 
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AV6 Castelo Branco Cg33 Gippsland King Is. (50): SE Tas (17) 

ME70 Penamacor Cg33 Gippsland SE Tas (42): Gippsland (21) 

JG2 Santo Tirso Cg33 Gippsland 

VC9 Valongo Cg33 Gippsland SE Tas (71): Tidal River (9) 

FC22 Geres Evora S4 SE Tas 

CC4 Nisa S43 SE Tas SE Tas (76): S Tas (9) 

PC 10 Paredes de Coura S43 SE Tas 

RE42 Santo Tirso S43 SE Tas SE Tas (95): S Tas (1) 

MN43 Montemor Novo S43 SE Tas SE Tas (95): S Tas (1) 

QG15 Constancia S43 SE Tas NE Tas (75): S Tas (7) 

MP11 Penamacor S43 SE Tas NE Tas (42): S Tas (17) 

MN35 Vendas Novas S43 SE Tas SE Tas (91): S Tas (1) 

ST51 Santo Tirso S68 * SE Tas SE Tas (81): NE Tas (4) 

MB238 Bracal 569* SE Tas 

CM7 Celourico S69 * SE Tas 

AM7 Arouca S70 * SE Tas SE Tas (36): KI (22) 

TC 1 Celourico S70 * SE Tas SE Tas (63): S Tas (23) 

CR54 Chamusca S70 * SE Tas 

AJ1 Azambuja S70 * SE Tas 

CN44 Abrantes S104 * SE Tas SE Tas (65): E Otways (15) 

BN22 Ferreira Zezere S105 * SE Tas SE Tas (70): S Tas (7) 

CCD2 Nisa S106 * SE Tas SE Tas (54): KI (19) 

PL139 Constancia S107 * SE Tas King Isld (51): SE Tas (33) 

CH3 Amarante S110* SE Tas SE Tas (76): Furneaux (11) 

VZ3 Nisa S110* SE Tas SE Tas (32): NE Tas (19) 

Q7  Not given S111* SE Tas W. Otways (47): W Tas (14) 

MN303 Vendas Novas S112 * SE Tas SE Tas (54): Furneaux (14) 

Blind controls 

CG863 From OP seed 
collected on 

JCg39 * Gippsland or 
Furneaux 

Furneaux (76): Tidal River (7) 

Furneaux 
CG741 From OP seed 

collected on 
JCg43 * Gippsland or 

Furneaux 
Furneaux (80): SE Tas (9) 

Furneaux 
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Figure 2.2 Map of Portugal, showing the localities 
where samples were taken and the distribution of 
the major chloroplast DNA clades and groups of 
haplotypes in Portugal. Numbers indicate the 
number of trees at localities with multiple 
samples. See Figure 2.3 for key to symbols. 
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mg/mL gelatine), 200 [tM dNTPs, 2 mM MgCl2, 5% dimethyl sulphoxide (DMSO), 100 

nM of each forward and reverse primer (EMCRC la, 3, 7, 11) or 150 nM of each 

forward and reverse primer (EMCRC 2, 10, 12), 0.5 U Taq DNA polymerase. Sterile 

distilled water was added to achieve 10 !IL final volume. PCR conditions (using a PTC-

100, MJ Research, Inc. or Eppendorf Master Cycler Gradient, Eppendorft) were: 

denaturation at 94°C for 30 sec; 15 cycles of denaturation at 94°C for 30 sec, annealing 

(at 56°C decreasing by 0.2°C each cycle) for 30 sec, and extension at 72°C for 45 sec. 

Followed by 20 cycles with conditions as above, except annealing at 53°C and a final 

extension step at 72°C for 7 min. A LI-COR 4200 sequencer was used to separate SSR 

alleles, using 6% acrylarnide gels with L4000-448 as a size standard; electrophoretic 

output was recorded and alleles were sized using RFLPscan software (Scanalytics). 

In order to assign the Portuguese Landrace individuals to native races of E. globulus (as 

defined by Steane et al. [2006]; Figure 2.1), the allele composition at 7 SSR loci in the 

Portuguese Landrace individuals was compared to that from 372 native trees 

representing 11 quantitative races (Eastern Otways, Western Otways, Southern 

Gippsland, Strzelecki Ranges, Furneaux Group, North-eastern Tasmania, South-eastern 

Tasmania, Southern Tasmania, Western Tasmania and King Island; Steane et al. 2006) 

and Tidal River in Wilsons Promontory National Park (Steane et al. unpubl. data), using 

the software Structure (Pritchard et al. 2000a). The loci used were chosen because they 

had already been genotyped in the aforementioned native trees (Steane et al. 2006 and 

unpubl. data). All loci were unlinked, with the possible exception of EMCRC 7 and 12 

for which there was some evidence of linkage, although it was not conclusive (Steane et 
al. 2006). Structure employs a Bayesian clustering method to assign multi-locus 

genotypes of individuals to specific populations on the basis of allele frequencies 

estimated for each pre-defined population (i.e. native race). In order to assign individuals 

to races, a model was used that incorporated admixture and independent allele 

frequencies between populations. A burn-in of 100,000 iterations was followed by a run 

length of 100,000 iterations. Portuguese Landrace individuals were allocated to native 

races based on their probability of assignment from Structure. POPGENE (Version 1.31; 

Yeh et al. 1997) software was used to calculate the observed (Na) and effective (N e) 
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number of alleles, as well as the observed and expected heterozygosities (H. and H e) for 

the Portuguese Landrace sample, allowing comparison of these parameters with those 

obtained for the total native population, the mean of all the races, or the individual races. 

Results 

Chloroplast DNA diversity 

All 47 Portuguese Landrace samples belonged to either of the two major clades found in 

native E. globulus, designated central (C; 24 samples) and southern (S; 23 samples) after 

their natural distribution (Fig 2.3, Table 2.2). The Portuguese Landrace collection was 

quite diverse at the haplotype level, with 16 haplotypes present in the 47 Portuguese 

Landrace samples for which complete J LA+  sequence was obtained. Despite the evident 

haplotype diversity, haplotype sharing was common, with 30 individuals represented by 

4 common haplotypes (Cc41, Cc56, Cg33, S43). Eleven of the 16 haplotypes (one C and 

ten S) were unique to the Portuguese Landrace, while the remaining five (Cc41, Cc56, 

Cg33, S4, S43) have been found in natural stands. Within the major clades found in the 

Portuguese Landrace, a greater haplotype diversity (h = number of haplotypes/number of 

individuals) was evident in the S clade (0.52) than the C clade (0.17). Native trees from 

throughout the natural distribution of E. globulus have similar haplotype diversity within 

the S clade (0.52), but have more diversity within the C clade (0.33). Within the Central 

clade, the Cc group was more common (15 individuals) than the Cg group (nine 

individuals) in the Portuguese Landrace, which was also the case in the native trees. 

However, only three different Cc haplotypes were detected compared to one Cg 

haplotype, clearly indicating reduced genetic diversity in the Cg group in the Portuguese 

Landrace (h = 0.11) compared to the native gene pool (h = 0.36; Table 2.2). 
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Figure 2.3 Broad-scale distribution of the major chloroplast DNA clades and groups of haplotypes across 
the native distribution of Eucalyptus globulus in south-eastern Australia. Numbers indicate the number of 
trees at localities with multiple samples. 
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Table 2.2 The number of cpDNA haplotypes and samples assigned to each major cpDNA clade or haplotype group of Eucalyptus globulus, in the native 
range and in the Portuguese Landrace. 

Clade or 
haplotype 
group 

Native range Portuguese Landrace 
Natural distribution No. of 

haplotypes 
No. of 

samples 
ha  % of 

samples 
No. of 

haplotypes 
No. of 

samples 
ha  % of 

samples 

Central (Cc) Widespread, but infrequent 
in Furneaux Group and not 
found in south-eastern 

34 108 0.31 37.0 3 15 0.20 32 

Victoria 
Central (Cg) Not in Tasmania or King 21 58 0.36 20.0 1 9 0.11 19 

Island, most frequent in 
Furneaux Group and south-
eastern Victoria 

Southern (S) Only southern and eastern 57 109 0.52 37.0 12 23 0.52 49 
Tasmania 

Eastern (Et) Only north-eastern Tasmania 6 12 0.50 4.0 0 
Intermediate Rare over whole range 2 2 1.00 0.7 
(I) 
Western (W) Only in south-western 1 3 0.33 1.0 0 

Tasmania 
Totals 122 292 0.42 16 47 0.34 

a  Number of haplotypes per sample for each clade or group. 
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Chloroplast DNA affinities 

Thirty-one of the 47 Portuguese Landrace individuals possessed haplotypes previously 

found in the native population of E. globulus (Table 2.1). The majority (26/31) of 

individuals with known cpDNA haplotypes in the Portuguese Landrace had haplotypes 

that in our database were restricted to two broad regions of the natural range of E. 

globulus, south-eastern Tasmania (Cc56, S4, and S43; Figure 2.4) and south-eastern 

Victoria (Cg33; Figure 2.4). The disproportionate representation of the S clade in the 

Portuguese Landrace (49% of samples) compared to that in the native range (37%) is 

evidence for a substantial south-eastern Tasmanian contribution to the Portuguese 

Landrace, since the S, haplotypes have been found only in Tasmania and most come 

from the south-east (Figure 2.3). Clear affinities of some Portuguese Landrace samples 

to south-eastern Victoria (including Gippsland and the foothills of the Strezlecki 

Ranges) are suggested by the common occurrence of haplotype Cg33 (nine Portuguese 

Landrace individuals), which is widespread in this region and has not been found 

elsewhere to date (Figure 2.4). Haplotype Cc41, found in four Portuguese Landrace 

samples, predominantly occurs in south-eastern Tasmania, but has also been found on 

King Island (Figure 2.4). No clear spatial pattern was evident in the cpDNA haplotype 

or clade distribution in the 29 different localities sampled within Portugal (Figure 2.2). 

Similarly, most Portuguese localities with multiple trees sampled featured a mix of the 

major cpDNA clades or groups in E. globulus. 
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Figure 2.4 The native Australian distribution of individual haplotypes found in the Portuguese Landrace of Eucalyptus globulus. 
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Microsatellites 

Variation at seven SSR loci was examined in 34 individuals of the Portuguese Landrace. 

This collection of the Portuguese Landrace was highly polymorphic, with a mean of 9.7 

alleles per locus. However, the mean effective number of alleles per locus (Ne  = 4.8) was 

close to half the observed number of alleles per locus, indicating the presence of 

numerous rare alleles in the Portuguese Landrace. The high number of alleles was 

reflected in the high observed and expected heterozygosity (Ho  = 0.62 and He  = 0.75, 

respectively). Analysis of these SSR data using Structure suggested that the majority 

(26/34) of the Portuguese Landrace individuals have their closest affinities to the South-

east Tasmanian race (Table 2.1). Other Portuguese Landrace individuals (3/34) had 

closest SSR affinities to the North-east Tasmanian race, King Island (2/34), the 

Furneaux Islands, the Otway region of Western Victoria and Tidal River in the south-

east of Victoria (one individual each; Table 2.1). 

In most cases, the SSR data confirmed the affinities suggested by cpDNA, in some 

instances, with a greater resolution. For example, those bearing haplotypes Cc41, which 

is found in both King Island and south-eastern Tasmania, all had closest SSR affinities 

to south-eastern Tasmania (Table 2.1). In agreement with the cpDNA data, the 

Portuguese Landrace had SSR affinities to eastern Tasmania in the bulk (15/17) of the 

trees (with SSR data available) bearing the S haplotype (13 South-eastern Tasmania, 2 

North-eastern Tasmania) and all individuals bearing haplotypes Cc41 and Cc56 (9 

South-eastern Tasmania, 1 North-eastern Tasmania). However, for seven individuals 

there was a clear discrepancy between the affinities suggested by SSR and cpDNA 

(Table 2.2). The majority of these discrepancies arose in individuals bearing C 

haplotypes (particularly Cg), with cpDNA affinities to mainland Australia, but SSR 

affinities to south-eastern Tasmania. 
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DISCUSSION 

Origins of the Portuguese Landrace 

The ability to locate where the original Australian collections for the Portuguese 

Landrace were made relies on the pronounced spatial structure in native populations of 

E. globulus that is evident in chloroplast (Freeman et al. 2001) and, to a lesser degree, in 

nuclear (Jones et al. 2002a; Steane etal. 2006) DNA markers. In terms of cpDNA, 

spatial structuring of variability in the native stand is evident in the distribution of clades 

and specific haplotypes (Freeman et al. 2001; McKinnon et al. 2004), both of which can 

be useful in assessing the matrilineal origin of the Portuguese Landrace. At the broadest 

spatial scale, cpDNA types are divided into clades or groups on the basis of phylogenetic 

analysis (Freeman etal. 2001; McKinnon etal. 2004). Three groups are especially 

informative because of their regional distribution: the S and Eastern (Et) clades and the 

Cg haplotypes (Table 2.1 and Figure 2.3). In addition, some haplotypes have been found 

only in very localised areas (Figure 2.4), hence in many cases the haplotype of an 

individual can provide a more precise estimate of the likely matrilineal origin than the 

clade alone. 

Numerous studies have successfully used Structure software to assign individuals to 

groups using multi-locus genotype data (e.g. Hansen etal. 2001; Harter etal. 2004; 

Yang etal. 2005). Similarly, the frequency of nuclear SSR alleles in native E. globulus 

exhibits -substantial geographic structuring, such that individuals can be readily assigned 

to the races identified in the native stand (Dutkowski and Potts 1999) by their allele 

frequencies at 7 SSR loci (Steane et al. 2006). However, because the nuclear genome is 

diploid and undergoes recombination in each generation, the origin suggested by SSR 

markers may be complicated by (possibly several generations of) inter-breeding between 

individuals originating from different native races of E. globulus since their introduction 

to Portugal. Despite differences between the two marker classes in modes of inheritance 

and genetic architecture in the native stand, the SSR affinities of the Portuguese 

Landrace individuals were largely congruent with the cpDNA evidence. The two blind 
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controls demonstrated the power of combining SSR and cpDNA analysis by 

independently identifying the same area of origin (Table 2.1). 

The similar affinities suggested by the two independent marker systems provide strong 

evidence that the Portuguese Landrace individuals herein were predominantly derived 

from two broad regions, south-eastern Tasmania and to a lesser extent south-eastern 

Victoria. In particular, the frequent occurrence of cpDNA haplotypes from the S clade in 

the Portuguese Landrace individuals is evidence for a south-eastern Tasmanian 

matrilineal origin for many of the Portuguese Landrace samples; in our extensive 

sampling of E. globulus to date this clade has not been found outside eastern Tasmania 

and is most common in the south-east of the state (Figure 2.3). A south-eastern 

Tasmanian origin is supported by the high frequency of individuals with their closest 

SSR affinities to the South-eastern Tasmanian race. Furthermore, a strong representation 

of haplotype Cg33 in the Portuguese Landrace is almost certain to represent a south-

eastern Victorian origin because it is common and restricted to that region in our studies 

of the native population to date. 

The Otways region of western Victoria and King Island remain as possible, but not 

likely, areas of origin for some Portuguese Landrace individuals. However, in all three 

cases where these regions are suggested there is disagreement between the origin 

inferred from cpDNA and SSR markers. For example, haplotype Cc41 has been found in 

native trees from King Island (Figure 2.4), as well as eastern Tasmania, however the 

SSR affinities of all Portuguese Landrace individuals bearing Cc41 are to eastern 

Tasmania (3 south-eastern, 1 north-eastern), making King Island an unlikely origin for 

these individuals. Two individuals (A V6 and PL139) have their closest SSR affinities to 

King Island and one (Q7) to the Otways. However, in each case the probabilities of 

assignment are all close to 50%, well below the mean for this study (65.5%), with a 

substantial contribution from the race with the second highest probability of assignment, 

which in each case was from Tasmania (see Table 2.1). Such probabilistic assignment to 

multiple groups using Structure software has been used to infer admixture between 

differentiated groups in trout (Hansen et al. 2001), sunflower (Harter et al. 2004) and 
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between teosinte and maize (Fukunaga et al. 2005). The three Portuguese Landrace 

samples (AV6, PL139 and Q7) for which the SSR data suggests a substantial 

contribution of two different races, representing Tasmania and mainland Australia, are 

also likely to represent admixture between trees originating from different races. 

Similarly, in other trees the assignment probability suggests a substantial contribution of 

two different races (e.g. AM7 and SMC3; Table 2.1) and this is likely to be indicative of 

admixture. 

Despite the general agreement about origins suggested by cpDNA and SSR, some 

obvious discrepancies exist between the data sets. Admixture between trees originating 

from different native races since their introduction to Portugal could account for the 

observed cytonuclear discordance, because progeny of such events would have the 

maternal cpDNA genotype, but a nuclear genotype reflecting the contribution of each 

parent (see Steane etal. 1998). In most cases the discrepancy arose where an individual 

with a cpDNA haplotype characteristic of mainland Australia is found in an individual 

with closest SSR affinities to South-east Tasmania. This result is consistent with the 

introgressive displacement of the nuclear genome of minor races by the most common 

native race represented in the Portuguese Landrace (South-eastern Tasmania). This 

would be likely to occur where seed is derived from open pollination of trees with a 

mainland Australian maternal ancestry, due to pollen swamping by the most common 

(South-east Tasmanian) race. The co-occurrence of trees with haplotypes from south-

eastern Tasmania and mainland Australia in numerous locations in Portugal (Figure 2.2) 

is consistent with this hypothesis, since it shows that hybridisation between trees 

originating from various native races is possible. 

Clearly, admixture between Portuguese Landrace trees originating from different native 

races of E. globulus will make identification of the native origin difficult on the basis of 

quantitative traits or nuclear markers alone. However, in agreement with the origins 

suggested in this study, a predominantly southern or south-eastern Tasmanian origin of 

E. globulus plantations in Portugal was suggested by Orme (1977) based on 

morphological observations, while Lopez et al. (2001) found that the closest quantitative 
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genetic affinities of the Portuguese Landrace were to southern Tasmania. A southern 

'Tasmanian origin was also suggested by morphological (Orme 1977) and molecular 

(Astorga 2004) affinities for the Spanish E. glob ulus Landrace, as well as quantitative 

genetic affinities of landrace material from southern China (Zang et al. 1995) and Chile 

(Lopez et al. 2001). These findings are consistent with southern Tasmania being an early 

source of seed that was distributed around the world. France may have been a key 

distribution source of this germplasm and was active in spreading seeds to other 

countries (Doughty 2000). The first E. glob ulus introduced into France may have been 

derived from seed collected by French explorers when they visited southern Tasmania 

during the late 18 th  (D'Entrecasteaux expedition) or early 19 th  (Baudin expedition) 

century (Doughty 2000). 

Genetic diversity of the Portuguese Landrace 

While less than native E. globulus (122 haplotypes in 292 samples = 0.42), the cpDNA 

diversity in the Portuguese Landrace was substantial (16 haplotypes among 47 samples 

= 0.34). Assuming that the cpDNA haplotypes of the Portuguese samples have 

undergone few mutations since the original collection(s) was(were) made in Australia, 

the discovery of 16 haplotypes means that a minimum of 16 Australian trees is likely to 

have formed the basis of the Portuguese Landrace. However, it is quite possible that 

more trees were originally sampled since, in native stands, trees in close proximity may 

possess the same JLA4- haplotype (McKinnon et al. 2004). The fact that many of the 

Portuguese localities from which multiple individuals were sampled featured a mix of 

the major clades and haplotypes within E. globulus suggests that Portuguese plantations 

are likely to be genetically diverse, even though only two major regions of the native 

distribution are represented. 

The measures of (SSR) genetic diversity in this sample of the Portuguese Landrace are 

comparable to those found within single races of E. globulus (Steane et al. 2006). 

Although there was a high number of alleles per locus (Na = 9.7), a reduction in the 

effective number of alleles per locus (Ne  = 4.8) was evident, indicating the presence of 
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numerous rare alleles, as is the case in the natural population (mean per race N a= 9.5, 

Na= 4.9; Steane et al. 2006). However, both N a  and Ne  were lower in the Portuguese 

Landrace than across the entire species (N o= 19.4, Ne  =6.06). The observed and expected 

heterozygosities in this sample of the Portuguese Landrace (H o  = 0.62, He  = 0.75) were 

very similar to those found in single races of E. globulus (mean diversity from 10 races 

encompassing the natural range of E. globulus, Ho  = 0.65, He  = 0.75; Steane etal. 2006), 

but the expected heterozygosity in the Portuguese Landrace was lower than the overall 

expected heterozygosity in the species (Fla  = 0.82; Steane et al. 2006). 

The finding of significant genetic diversity within the Portuguese Landrace is supported 

by quantitative genetic evidence that different provenances from the Portuguese 

Landrace appear to be as variable as a selection of 12 native provenances (Orme 1977) 

when assessing growth, wood density and frost tolerance (Almeida et al. 1995). Gemas 

et al. (2004), also found acceptable genetic diversity in selections from the Portuguese 

Landrace versus native stand material using ISSR markers. The aforementioned 

admixture between trees originating from different native races may have increased 

heterozygosity in the Portuguese Landrace and, in combination with natural and 

artificial selection, contributed to genetic differentiation since introduction. This 

suggestion is supported by observations of quantitative traits such as frost tolerance 

(Almeida etal. 1995) and growth form (Lopez et al. 2001). 
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Conclusion 

Molecular profiles of the Portuguese E. globulus Landrace suggest that south-eastern 

Tasmania and, to a lesser extent, south-eastern Victoria, were very likely collection 

points. Although we argue against other potential areas of origin (e.g. King Island and 

the Otway Ranges) suggested by some of the molecular data, it remains a possibility that 

these regions had a minor contribution to the Portuguese Landrace. The relatively high 

level of genetic diversity (in cpDNA sequence and nuclear SSR) found in the Portuguese 

Landrace, and the fact that original collections appear to have been taken from at least 

two widely separated locations in the native range, are not consistent with previous 

suggestions that the Portuguese Landrace may have been derived from a very narrow 

original collection. However, the molecular evidence suggests the Portuguese Landrace 

is dominated by genetic material from south-eastern Tasmania, consistent with evidence 

from quantitative genetic data. Recently, selections for pulpwood breeding objectives 

derived from E. globulus base populations have favoured germplasm.from races such as 

the Stezlecki Ranges, Otways and Furneaux (Griffin 2001; Apiolaza et al. 2005), which 

appear to be under represented in the Portuguese Landrace. 
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Chapter 3: Parental and consensus linkage maps of Eucalyptus 

globulus using AFLP and microsatellite markers. 

Published as: Freeman JS, Potts BM, Shepherd M, Vaillancourt RE (2006) Parental and 

consensus linkage maps of Eucalyptus globulus using AFLP and microsatellite markers. 

Silvae Genetica 55, 202-217. 

Introduction 
Eucalyptus globulus is one of the most commercially important plantation tree species in 

temperate regions of the world (Eldridge et al. 1993). As a result, breeding programs 

have been established in order to produce genetically superior E. globulus trees (Potts et 

al. 2004). Linkage maps and associated molecular markers can be useful in tree 

improvement programs as prerequisites for the study of quantitative traits using the 

quantitative trait loci (QTL) approach (Grattapaglia 1997, 2000; Ahuja 2001). 

Consequently, linkage maps have been produced for many forest tree genera of 

economic importance including Eucalyptus (e.g. Byrne et al. 1995), Pinus (e.g. Plomion 

et al. 1995), Poplar (e.g. Bradshaw and Stettler 1994) and Acacia (Butcher et al. 2002). 

Molecular maps produced in tree species have employed a variety of DNA marker 

classes, each having their merits (reviewed by Cervera et al. 2000). For example, AFLP 

(Vos et al. 1995) are anonymous and dominant markers, based on arbitrarily selected 

PCR primers that require no a priori sequence knowledge, primer or probe development. 

The AFLP technique has the highest multiplex ratio of any PCR based technique 

(Myburg et al. 2001), allowing the production of high coverage parental maps in various 

plants including interspecific crosses of eucalypts such as E. tereticornis x E. globulus 

(Marques et al. 1998) and E. grandis x E. globulus (Myburg et al. 2003). However, 

dominant markers will predominantly be mapped to one parent, hence often co-

dominant markers must be included to merge parental maps (Grattapaglia 2000). 

Similarly, the transferability of AFLP is often low, even within species (Cervera et al. 

2000). 
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SSR markers have many attributes suitable for map construction (Cervera et al. 2000). 

They are multi-allelic, usually highly polymorphic and co-dominant in their inheritance 

(Avise 1994). However SSR markers require considerable investment in primer 

development, limiting their availability. For example, the limited availability of SSR 

primers for Eucalyptus has, until recently, made the construction of maps based solely 

on these markers unfeasible. In order to remedy this problem, AFLP markers can be 

used to provide high density maps on which to map co-dominant markers, such as SSRs 

(e.g. Cervera et al. 2001). 

Importantly, SSRs are often highly transferable between pedigrees and species (Jones et 

al. 2001; Steane et al. 2001; Marques et al. 2002), allowing integration of parental maps, 

comparative mapping and ultimately the construction of species consensus maps 

(Grattapaglia 2000). The comparison of genetic linkage maps based on a common set of 

markers allows the identification of homologous loci and collinear chromosome 

segments between species. Comparative maps have demonstrated a high degree of co-

linearity for numerous plant species including tomato and pepper, wheat and rice, and 

pine species Pinus taeda and Pinus radiata (Ahuja 2001). Similarly, in eucalypts, the 

mapping of interspecific hybrid progeny has allowed the demonstration of a high degree 

of synteny between maps of E. grandis and E. urophylla (Brondani et al. 1998, 2002), E. 

grandis and E. globulus (Myburg et al. 2003), and E. grandis, E. urophylla, E. 

tereticornis and E. globulus (Marques et al. 2002). The apparent genome conservation 

between many of the economically important eucalypt species within the subgenus 

Symphyomyrtus suggests that the construction of a consensus map for the subgenus will 

be attainable (Brondani et al. 2002; Marques et al. 2002). 

Comparative mapping and ultimately the construction of a consensus map for the genus 

will be invaluable for molecular breeding and more fundamental research, such as 

studying genome evolution and genetic differentiation in Eucalyptus. In the area of 

molecular breeding, comparative mapping would enable the exchange and comparison 

of information between studies world-wide in areas such as QTL mapping, candidate 

gene mapping and marker-assisted selection (Brondani et al. 2002). In particular, 
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comparative mapping will allow the validation of putative QTL over different genetic 

backgrounds (e.g. Marques et al. 2002), providing a basis for effective marker-assisted 

selection (MAS) (Brondani et al. 2002). 

Forest trees such as Eucalyptus are generally characterised by long generation times, 

high levels of genetic diversity and an absence of multi-generation pedigrees or inbred 

lines (Sewell and Neale 2000). Long generation times and an absence of multi-

generation pedigrees in particular, combined with the large areas required for progeny 

trials, have limited the establishment of large advanced generation crosses which are 

most useful for the production of linkage maps. Most maps produced have utilised 

interspecific F 1  material and markers segregating in a double pseudo-testcross 

configuration, taking advantage of the high levels of heterozygosity found in eucalypt 

species (Grattapaglia and Sederoff 1994; Verhaegen and Plomion 1996; Marques et al. 

1998; Agrama etal. 2002). Fewer studies have utilised F2 crosses with grandparents 

from widely disjunct localities (Byrne etal. 1995) or interspecific hybrids (Myburg etal. 

2003). In contrast to the majority of previous mapping experiments in eucalypts, this 

study utilised markers segregating in an F2 progeny to map the F1 parents from a wide 

intraspecific cross. The widely separated provenances of origin and three generation 

design of this cross maximises polymorphism by capturing the diversity between 

eucalypt populations. The increased polymorphism increases the likelihood of QTL 

segregating in this pedigree. 

The aim of this study was to produce parental and consensus maps in an outbred, F2 

inter-provenance cross of E. globulus, using AFLPs and predominantly fully informative 

SSR loci. The mapping of fully informative SSR loci derived from a variety of sources 

(EMBRA, CSIRO, EMCRC), allowed comparison of synteny and collinearity of shared 

markers between this study and maps previously produced in a range of eucalypts from 

the subgenus Symphyomyrtus (Brondani et al. 1998, 2002; Bundock et al. 2000; 

Marques et al. 2002; Thamarus et al. 2002). As such, these maps provide a contribution 

toward the production of reference maps for E. globulus and the subgenus. The linkage 

maps produced in this study will also be used to investigate marker trait associations 
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(QTL) for the genetic control of important economic traits, including resistance to fungal 

pathogens from the genus Mycosphaerella. 
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Materials and Methods 
Plant material 

The mapping population consisted of an outbred, F2 full sib family derived from an 

inter-provenance cross. The four grandparents were from two widely separated locations 

in Tasmania King Island, situated to the northwest of Tasmania and Taranna in the far 

southeast (Figure 3.1). Trees from these locations are classified into different 

geographical races, differentiated by numerous quantitative traits (Dutkowski and Potts 

1999). Crossing between unrelated grandparents from King Island and Taranna 

produced each F1, which were then crossed to produce the F2 (Figure 3.2). These 

grandparents were chosen in order to maximise the segregation of quantitative characters 

that differ between provenances, such as resistance to Mycosphaerella sp. (Carnegie et 

al. 1994). Seedlings were planted in a randomised incomplete block design, at 

Woolnorth in northwest Tasmania in May 1998. Originally 240 genotypes from the 

cross were planted with 160 genotypes represented by two clonal replicates. This cross 

suffered a high mortality (28%), and leaf tissue was collected in April 2001, only from 

the 121 different F2 genotypes that had both clonal replicates surviving. 

T7 x KI157 	KI5 x T144 
(3' 

F 1 	x 	F 1  
G1060 G1026 

F2  

Figure 3.1 Origins of the grandparents of the 
mapping Pedigree in Tasmania, Australia. 

Figure 3.2 Pedigree of the mapping 
population. 'T' indicates 
grandparents of Taranna origin, 'Kr 
indicates King Island (see Figure 
3.1). (The grandparents correspond 
to those used by Hodge et al. 
[1996]; T7 = h, KI157 = 19, KI5 = 
c, T144 = 6). 
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Total genomic DNA was extracted from 1 g of fresh leaf tissue, using a CTAB 

extraction protocol (Doyle and Doyle 1990). Following extraction, DNA samples were 

cleaned using Prep-a-Gene matrix purification (Bio-Rad). DNA concentration and purity 

were estimated using agarose gel electrophoresis with ethidium bromide staining, by 

comparison with a standard molecular weight marker (lambda Hind III). Samples were 

diluted 1:4 in de-ionised water for PCR amplification. 

SSR analysis 

The parents of the mapping cross were initially screened with three sets of SSR primers: 

233 from EMBRA (Brondani et al. 1998, 2002), 13 from EMCRC (Steane et al. 2001) 

and 34 from CSIRO (Byrne et al. 1996 and 

http://www.ffp.csiro.au/tigr/molecular/eucmsps.html). Loci segregating in both parents 

were preferentially selected to screen the progeny of the mapping cross. The details of 

primer sequences and reagents for the EMCRC SSRs are those given by Steane et al. 

(2001) and conditions for the CSIRO SSRs are given by Byrne et al. (1996). All SSR 

PCR reactions were carried out in 12.5 ul (final volume) reactions. The volume of each 

primer was elevated from 0.2 uM to 0.3 uM/reaction for the CSIRO SSRs. The PCR 

reagents used for the amplification of the EMBRA SSR are essentially those of Brondani 

et al. (1998) with the following modifications: 0.1% Triton X-100, 0.1 mg/mL BSA and 

no DMSO. Primer sequences and recommended annealing temperatures for EMBRA 

loci 1-20 are given by Brondani et al. (1998), for EMBRA 21-70 by Brondani et al. 

(2002) and for EMBRA 75 —240 by Brondani (2001). EMCRC primers were 

synthesised with a fluorescent label (either HEX or TET) attached to the 5' end to allow 

detection of PCR products by a Gel Scan 2000 real-time acrylamide gel system (Corbett 

Research). The EMBRA and CSIRO markers incorporated a fluorescently labelled 

dUTP at 0.6 umol/PCR reaction (ChromatideTM tetramethylrhodamine-6-dUTP, 

Molecular Probes) for Gel Scan 2000 detection. PCR reaction conditions of SSR loci 

often required optimisation for detection using the Gel Scan 2000, by slight modification 

of the recommended annealing temperature or MgC12 content (Appendix 1). 
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All SSR loci were amplified using the same amplification conditions; an initial 

denaturation step at 94°C for 2 minutes, followed by 30 cycles of 94°C for 1 minute, 

annealing temperature for 1 minute, and an extension step at 72°C for 1 minute. 

Following the 30 cycles there was a final extension step of 72°C for 5 minutes. A 

'touchdown' PCR was used to enhance the quality of PCR products, with the annealing 

temperature dropping by 2°C every 10 cycles. Annealing temperature varied within and 

between primer sets (Appendix 1). 

SSR fragments were separated on 15 cm 4% polyacrylamide gels, using a Gel Scan 

2000. Gel analysis was performed using Gene ProfilerTM  software (Scanalytics, Inc.) by 

comparison to a Promega (OCR) 60-400 base fluorescent ladder, allowing a semi-

automated scoring of individuals. 

AFLP analysis 

The method adopted for AFLP generation essentially followed the protocol of Vos et al. 
(1995), with minor adjustment for eucalypt DNA after Marques et al. (1998). The 

standard procedures were modified to allow restriction of genomic DNA and ligation of 

adaptors in a single step, with detection of fragments by a Gel Scan 2000 (see below). 

The DNeasy plant mini kit (Qiagen) was used to extract total genomic DNA (from 0.1 g 

of leaf tissue/sample) in order to provide the high purity required for thorough and even 

restriction of each sample. DNA concentration was estimated by comparison with 

lambda Hind III DNA standard on 1.5% agarose gels. Samples were diluted in de-

ionised water to 20 ng/111. 

Initially, test cuts were performed with each restriction enzyme (EcoRI and Msel) 

separately to ensure each achieved complete digestion across all samples, assessed by 

electrophoresis on 1.5% agarose gels with ethidium bromide staining. The restriction of 

genomic DNA and ligation of adaptors were performed in a single reaction. In 96 well 

polycarbonate plates 250 ng of genomic DNA was added to the restriction-ligation 

mixture and incubated at 37°C overnight. The reagents for the restriction-ligation 

reaction (30 nl final volume) were as follows: 3.9 U EcoRI (ie. 5 U/40 gl) (New 
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England Biolabs), 3.9 U MseI (New England Biolabs), 0.6 U 14 Ligase (Promega), 1 x 

T4 Ligase buffer (Promega), 1.5 lig BSA, 0.05 M NaC1, 3 pM EcoRI adaptor, 30 pM 

MseI adaptor. 

The reagents for pre-selective and selective amplification were as described by Vos et 
al. (1995). The thermo-cycling conditions for the pre-selective amplification were 

adapted from Vos et al. (1995) to promote selectivity (Marques etal. 1998). The 

selective thermo-cycling conditions followed Vos et al. (1995). Primers with the 

optimum number of selective bases for pre-selective and selective amplification of 

eucalypt DNA (one and three respectively; Marques etal. 1998) were employed for 

AFLP reactions. Pre-selective primers were from Marques etal. (1998) (EcoRI +A, 

MseI +C). Substantial variability in the number of bands produced by different primer 

combinations (EcoRI +3, MseI +3) in the selective amplification warranted a 

preliminary screening of 40 primer combinations, including 22 from Marques etal. 

(1998), to allow the most informative to be employed for progeny screening (Table 3.1). 

The selective EcoRI (+3) primers were fluorescently labelled with TET for detection by 

the Gel Scan 2000. 

AFLP samples from the selective amplification were combined with two volumes of 

formamide B-blue loading buffer (formamide with the addition of 0.1 mg/mL 

bromophenol blue sodium salt) and denatured for 2 minutes at 94°C, then rapidly cooled 

on ice. Subsequently, AFLP fragments were separated by electrophoresis on 15 cm 6% 

denaturing acrylamide gels, using a Gel-Scan 2000 real-time acrylamide gel system. 

Electrophoresis at 40°C and 1200 volts for 90 minutes allowed separation of bands 

ranging from approximately 50-450 bp in size. Bands were scored manually by 

comparison to a Promega (OCR) 60-400 base fluorescent ladder, utilising Gene 

Profiler Tm  software (Scanalytics). Only bands that were clear and unambiguous across 

the entire mapping population were scored. Subsequently, the 'Match bins' function of 

the Database manager within the Gene Profiler rm  software was used to automatically 

generate presence/absence binary scores for each sample across all scored bands with 
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match tolerance set at 0.5%. AFLP fragments were given a three-point confidence 

rating denoting their quality and ease of scoring as described by Shepherd et al. (2003). 

Table 3.1 The number of polymorphic AFLP amplification products generated over 21 different primer 
combination. Eco + 3 and Mse + 3 columns indicate selective nucleotides at the ends of the 
oligonucleotide primers in the selective PCR. All primer combinations except those indicated by * are 
from Marques etal. (1998). 

Primer 
combination Eco + 3 Mse + 3 

Total number of 
polymorphic bands 

1 ACA CCA 6 
2 ACA CTC 5 
3 ACA CAG 18 
4 ACA CAC 11 
5 ACA CCC 5 
6 ACA CCT 13 
7 AAA CCG 7 
8 AAA CGA 28 
9 AAC CCC 12 

10 AAC CCT 14 
11 AAG CCG 13 
12 AAG CGG 12 
13 AAG CTG 20 
14 ATG CCA 11 
15 ACC CCA 12 
16 AAG CCT 12 
17 AAC* CGA* 7 
18 ACA* CGA* 10 
19 ATC* CGA* 10 
21 AAC* CAG* 6 
22 ACT CCA 11 

mean 	11.6 

Linkage analysis 

Following scoring, all SSR and AFLP gels were checked visually for scoring errors. All 

loci were recoded by their segregation type, according to the cross pollinated coding 

scheme and separated into male and female datasets for analysis by Joinmap 3.0 (Van 

Ooijen and Voorrips 2001). The Joinmap 3.0 package allows the integration of data with 

various segregation types, and recombination estimates from a variety of sources into a 

single map (Van Ooijen and Voorrips 2001). Each data set included the parental 

genotypes at all loci (grandparental genotypes and linkage phase information were not 
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included), with Joinmap 3.0 automatically calculating the linkage phase of each marker 

when calculating pair-wise recombination frequencies. 

All loci were tested for goodness-of-fit to expected Mendelian segregation ratios using 

Chi-square goodness-of-fit tests. AFLP loci were expected to follow segregation ratios 

of 3:1 (each parent heterozygous for the presence of the band) or 1:1 (band heterozygous 

in one parent only). The 3:1 segregating loci were given a classification code in the 

locus file to instruct the program to test for this segregation ratio, allowing for 

dominance. Most mapped SSR loci were fully informative, segregating in approximate 

ratios of 1:1:1:1 (either heterozygous in both parents with 3 alleles in total, or 

heterozygous in both parents with 4 alleles in total). The only mapped SSR loci that 

followed approximate segregation ratios of 1:1 (heterozygous in only one parent), were 

EMBRA 6, 78, 197 and EMCRC 2 from the male parent and EMBRA 208 from the 

female parent. 

The Joinmap 3.0 programme initially groups loci that are significantly associated 

(linked) on the basis of a LOD score. Groupings are derived from the test for 

independence of loci in a contingency table, which are then converted to a LOD score 

(Van Ooijen and Voorrips 2001). There is a theoretical basis for selecting associations at 

different LOD values, based on genome size and the number of linkage tests (Keats et 

al. 1991), however, an intuitive approach is often used to select a LOD score at which 

the contents of most groups are relatively stable. Joinmap 3.0 is particularly suited to 

such an approach, by allowing the user to view the stability of groupings over a range of 

LOD thresholds simultaneously in tree format. 

During the mapping procedure, Joinmap 3.0 uses a weighted least squares approach to 

sequentially build a map from pair-wise data. Within linkage groups, the maximum 

recombination frequency, and the minimum LOD score determines the stringency of 

marker ordering. Selecting a lower recombination frequency and/or higher LOD will 

increase the stringency of mapping by excluding more loci from the map calculations. 

Within these parameters, the chi-square jump threshold restricts the allowable increase 
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in 'goodness-of-fit' after the inclusion of a particular marker to an existing order. The 

lower the chi-square jump threshold the greater the stringency of marker ordering, with 

values of 3-5 recommended (Van Ooijen and Voorrips 2001). The genotype probability 

function indicates the number of genotypes with a low probability, conditional on the 

map and surrounding markers, thereby highlighting markers with possible genotyping 

errors. 

Linkage groups in the comprehensive parental maps were assigned with a minimum 

LOD threshold of 4.0 for the male parent and 3.0 for the female parent. Within linkage 

groups, marker order was determined using Joinmap 3.0 default values of a minimum 

LOD threshold of 1.0, and a maximum recombination threshold of 0.4. In order to 

produce a map with robust marker order, a stringent maximum Chi-square goodness-of-

fit jump threshold of 1.2 was used for all loci with the exception of EMBRA 6 which 

was placed at 1.8. The Kosambi mapping function was used to determine distance 

between markers. 

Linkage analysis was conducted on male and female datasets independently, before 

merging parental maps into an integrated map. Parental maps were constructed in 

several stages. The analysis was initially conducted with the highest quality markers to 

establish a 'trusted order' including most SSR and AFLPs segregating 1:1. 

Subsequently, the data were reanalysed adding the markers of lower quality in three 

steps: the lowest ranking AFLP loci segregating 1:1, dominant AFLPs and all loci with 

segregation distortion with a < 0.05. At each stage the order of markers was checked 

against the established order from the best markers and each parent against the other, the 

lower quality markers were accepted if they fitted the trusted order within the designated 

parameters (above). Where marker order changed following the inclusion of lower 

quality data, markers were dropped from the data set on the basis of their quality ranking 

(AFLPs), Chi-square goodness-of-fit jump contribution and genotype probability 

ranking. Once all markers fitting the designated parameters had been added and 

homology was established between the orders of shared markers in parental maps, an 

integrated map was produced based on shared markers. Markers were included in the 
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integrated map where locus order agreed with parental maps. The fixed order option was 

used to reduce chi-square jumps in the construction of the integrated map for groups 7 

and 8 in order to achieve agreement with the trusted marker order from parental maps. 

Final marker orders were accepted when there was agreement between all maps within 

the designated parameters, giving a high degree of confidence in locus ordering. The 

numbering of linkage groups 1-11 (where present), in all maps followed Brondani et al. 

(1998, 2002 and unpublished data), in order to facilitate a comparison of linkage group 

homology. 

Genotyping errors can lead to difficulty in locus ordering and inflated map lengths. In 

order to detect mis-typed markers, numerous linked loci that exceeded the threshold Chi-

square goodness-of-fit contribution, or displayed excessive double crossovers 

(evidenced by low genotype probability), were checked (using the original gel image for 

SSR loci, or quality rating for AFLP markers) for the robustness of scoring and either 

excluded from mapping analysis, or added as accessories to indicate a lower confidence 

in their placement relative to framework markers. Accessory markers were located on 

the parental maps next to their nearest framework marker by their minimum 

recombination frequency and LOD score. Accessory markers were not included in the 

integrated linkage map, unless placed as a framework marker in one parent. 
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Results 

Marker analysis 

Twenty-one of the 40 AFLP primer combinations screened were employed for 

genotyping, including 17 from Marques etal. (1998) (Table 3.1). These combinations 

amplified 243 polymorphic bands in total, an average of 11.6 polymorphic bands per 

primer combination. One hundred and eighty four bands segregated in an approximate 

1:1 ratio, comprising 87 from the female parent and 97 from the male parent. Fifty-nine 

bands segregated from both parents in an approximate 3:1 ratio. 

Table 3.2 provides a summary of the results of screening the SSR loci. In total 165 of the 

280 loci screened were able to be amplified in this E. globulus cross. The relative 

success of each set of loci reflected taxonomic distance from the species in which they 

were developed. Of the EMCRC loci (from E. globulus) 92% were amplifiable, 

compared with only 71% of CSIRO loci (from E. globulus and the closely related E. 

nitens), and only 55% of EMBRA loci, (developed from the more distantly related E. 

grandislE. urophylla). Of the 165 amplifiable SSR loci, 24 (15%) segregated exclusively 

from the male parent, 19 (12%) from the female parent only, 87 (53%) from both parents 

and were thus fully informative (Table 3.2), while 35 (21%) were not heterozygous in 

either parent. 

Table 3.2. The amplification success and polymorphism of SSR loci 
by source. 

Source No. 
tested 

No. 
amplified 

Polymorphism 
Neither Male Female Both 

EMBRA 233 129 31 19 14 65 
EMCRC 13 12 1 3 3 5 
CSIRO 34 24 3 2 2 17 
Total 280 165 35 24 19 87 
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Linkage analysis 

For the female parent (G1060; Figure 3.3a), twelve linkage groups (comprising one or 

more SSR or at least three AFLP loci) were defined by two-point linkage analysis at a 

minimum LOD score of 3.0. There were 106 framework markers, with 12 accessory 

markers added to make the comprehensive map, comprising 33 SSR and 85 AFLP loci 

(Figure 3a). Eleven markers were unlinked and 65 markers were excluded during map 

construction, because they did not fit the trusted order within the designated mapping 

parameters. Total map length was 698.3 cM. Linkage groups ranged in size from 2 cM 

(group 13), to 97.2 cM (group 1) with the average size being 58.2 cM. The 118 markers 

mapped to 117 positions separated by 105 intervals with an average size of 6.6 cM. The 

maximum interval between markers was 33.4 cM (group 5). 

For the male parent (G1026; Figure 3.3b), fourteen linkage groups were defined at a 

minimum LOD score of 4.0 and comprised three or more loci. Two groups (group 2'; 

Figure 3.3b) correspond to linkage group 2 in the female parent, identified by fully 

informative SSR that were linked in the female parent and integrated map. These two 

groups united at LOD 3.0. However, the locus order of the resultant group departed from 

the established trusted order and was thus not accepted. The 14 linkage groups included 

121 framework and 9 accessory markers, comprising 36 SSR and 94 AFLP loci (Figure 

3.3b). Twenty markers were unlinked and 57 markers were excluded during map 

construction, because they did not fit the trusted order within the designated mapping 

parameters. Total map length was 775.5 cM, with linkage groups ranging in size from 

113.7 cM (group 3) to 6.9 cM (group 9). The average size of linkage groups was 55.4 

cM. The 130 markers mapped to 127 positions separated by 113 intervals with an 

average size of 6.9 cM. The maximum interval between markers was 28.6 cM (group 4). 

SSR and AFLP loci segregating from both parents (Table 3.3) allowed the construction 

of an integrated map (Figure 3.3c). The integrated map featured 165 markers in 10 

groups with a total map length of 701.9 cM. Thirty-seven of the markers in the 

integrated map had been placed in both parental maps, comprising 28 SSR and 9 AFLP, 
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allowing the identification of homology between parental maps for ten linkage groups. A 

small 1 1 th  group (9') was identified in the male parent. The 165 markers comprised 33 

SSR and 132 AFLP loci. Markers that segregated bi-parentally were placed by the 

average of their recombination ratio. Despite the greater number of mapped markers 

segregating from the male parent, no significant difference was observed in 

recombination frequencies among consecutive pairs of fully informative loci at a 

threshold cc = 0.05. 

Table 3.3 Number of loci mapped by segregation, marker type and source (for SSR): SSR markers that 
were fully informative could potentially be mapped in both parental maps as indicated by 'both' in the 
segregation column. Although, in some cases, a fully informative marker could only be mapped to one 
parent within the designated mapping parameters, causing some differences between the number of fully 
informative markers in parental and integrated maps. 

Map Segregation 
SSR AFLP Total 

EMBRA CSIRO EMCRC 
Male Male only 3 1 79 83 

Both 23 5 4 15 47 
Total 26 5 5 94 130 

Female Female only 1 68 69 
Both 22 6 4 17 49 
Total 23 6 4 85 118 

Integrated Male only 3 63 66 
Female only 1 55 56 
Both 21 4 4 14 43 
Total 25 4 4 132 165 
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Following pages: 

Figures 3.3 (a-c) Linkage maps of Eucalyptus globulus using SSR and AFLP markers. Linkage groups 
are numbered following Brondani etal. (1998 and 2002). The distance between markers is indicated in 
Kosambi centimorgans. SSR markers are preceded by EMB (EMBRA), En or Eg (CSIRO, isolated from 
E. nitens, or E. globulus respectively) or CRC (EMCRC) to indicate their source. AFLP markers are 
labelled p#b# with numbers indicating the primer combination (p#) and band number (b#) respectively. 
Accessory markers are underlined, loci with distorted segregation ratios are indicated by asterisk; * P < 
0.05, ** P < 0.01, *** P < 0.001,**** P < 0.0001 

Figure 3.3(a) Linkage map of the female parent. 
Figure 3.3(b) Linkage map of the male parent. Group 2' corresponds to group 2 in the female and 
integrated maps. 
Figure 3.3(c) Integrated linkage map. The integrated linkage map includes only framework markers that 
fit the order established from parental maps. Linkage group 9' was identified in the male parent only. 
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Figure 3.3(a) 
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Figure 3.3(c) 
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Segregation distortion 

The proportion of markers exhibiting significant distortion from expected Mendelian 

segregation ratios were greater than would be expected by chance alone, for both 

parental maps. Loci that departed from expected segregation ratios were included in 

maps on the basis of fitting the 'trusted order' without substantial re-ordering, and 

conformation to the designated mapping parameters (see Materials and Methods). The 

proportion of mapped markers with distorted segregation (a < 0.05) was greater for the 

female 13 (11%) than the male 12 (9%) parental maps, however this difference was not 

significant (X2 Id = 0.2178, P 0.05). 

More significant distortion also occurred on the female map, where one marker (p03b09) 

was distorted at a < 0.0001, one marker at a < 0.0005 (p03b18), one marker at 0.005% 

(EMBRA 158) and one marker at a < 0.01 (p03b05). The remaining nine markers were 

distorted at a < 0.05. In contrast, only one marker was distorted at a <0.005% in the 

male map (EMBRA 158), with the remaining 11 markers distorted at a < 0.05 (Figures 

3a and 3b). 

Distorted markers (a < 0.05) mapped to 5 linkage groups in the female parent and 5 

linkage groups in the male parent. The distribution of distorted markers was 

concentrated on two linkage groups (male 5 and female 2), other distorted markers 

occurred singly or scattered within linkage groups (Figures 3.3a and 3.3b). The most 

severe distortion occurred on linkage group 2, where all markers from the female parent 

exhibited segregation distortion (Figure 3.3a). A gradient was evident in the distortion 

ratios from a maximum a = 0.0001 (0.01%), in the AFLP marker p03b09 near the 

chromosome end, to lesser distortion in surrounding markers in both directions. Markers 

inherited solely from the male parent in this group were not distorted. Shared SSR 

markers in the equivalent group from the male parent exhibit distortion, however this 

was due to the deficiency of a maternal allele for all but one marker (EMCRC 8) in 

which there was no deficiency of alleles from either parent. The distortion can therefore 

be considered specific to the female parent. In contrast, in linkage group 5, segregation 
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distortion was confined to markers inherited from the male parent (Figure 3.3b), with 

four markers near the groups extremity distorted at a < 0.05. 
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Discussion 

Marker polymorphism 

Fifty three percent of amplifiable SSR loci screened in this study were fully informative 

(Table 3.2), compared with other reports in E. globulus of 60% in an F 1  inter-provenance 

cross (Thamarus et al. 2002) and 34% in an F 1  intra-provenance cross (Bundock et al. 

2000). The intra-provenance nature of the mapping cross employed by Bundock et al. 

(2000) may explain the lower proportion of polymorphism, compared to the inter-

provenance cross used herein. 

The average of 12 polymorphic bands per AFLP primer combination in this study is low 

compared with other findings in eucalypts of 25 in an F1 interspecific cross of E. 

• globulus and E. tereticornis (Marques et al. 1998) and 35 in a pseudo-backcross of E. 

globulus and E. grandis (Myburg et al. 2003). Two factors may account for these 

differences. Firstly, the interspecific crosses used by Marques et al. (1998) and Myburg 

et al. (2003) are likely to produce a greater level of informative polymorphism than an 

intraspecific cross. Secondly, differences in the detection system employed for AFLP 

fragments may further account for differences in polymorphism between the studies. 

The sequencing gels employed for AFLP detection by Marques et al. (1998) and 

Myburg et al. (2003), may provide increased resolution, allowing the detection of a 

greater number of bands per gel than the Gelscan 2000 employed in this study. 

Map construction 

The total map length of 701.9 cM (integrated produced using 165 markers) in this study 

is low in comparison to other mapping efforts in Eucalyptus (see Thamarus et al. 2002). 

At the upper limit, Byrne et al. (1995) reported an integrated map length of 1462 cM in 

E. nitens using 335 predominantly RFLP and RAPD markers, while at the lower limit 

Marques et al. (1998) reported a total map length of 919 cM (female) and 967 cM (male) 

in maps comprising 268 and 200 AFLP markers, respectively. An important factor 

contributing to the low map length herein is that the pair-wise mapping algorithm 

employed by Joinmap software consistently produces lower map lengths compared to 
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multi-locus likelihood based packages (Butcher et al. 2002) such as Outmap (Williams 

and Whitaker 2001) and Mapmaker (Lander etal. 1987). Incomplete map coverage in 

some linkage groups, due to the relatively low number of mapped markers in this study, 

may also contribute to the observed differences in map length (see evidence below). 

Furthermore, the presence of genotyping errors can overestimate the proportion of 

double crossovers, severely inflating map lengths (Hackett and Broadfoot 2003). 

Therefore, the rigorous data checking and exclusion of numerous scored markers with an 

apparent excess of double crossovers may have had contributed to keeping map length to 

a minimum in this study. 

There were more linkage groups than the haploid number of chromosomes in Eucalyptus 

(11), identified from cytological studies (reviewed in Potts and Wiltshire 1997) for both 

the male (14 groups) and female (12 groups) maps. The finding of a greater number of 

linkage groups than chromosomes is not unusual in linkage studies (Kesseli etal. 1994; 

Wu etal. 2001), including eucalypts (Byrne etal. 1995; Marques et al. 1998). Such a 

discrepancy between the number of chromosomes and linkage groups can occur even 

with large numbers of mapped loci because the number of informative meiotic events 

required to reliably place markers in linkage groups is usually many times larger than 

the number of loci (Edwards 1991). As a result, unlinked markers and small linkage 

groups that could not be united with larger groups, were no doubt the cause of the 

greater number of linkage groups than chromosomes in parental maps within this study. 

Linkage group homology 

Comparative mapping studies rely on a set of common transferable markers that 

segregate in the species or pedigree of interest (Ahuja 2001). Although various linkage 

maps have been constructed in eucalypts, the lack of transferability of markers 

commonly employed, such as RAPDs and AFLPs, means that linkage information and 

associated QTL data have been largely confined to the pedigrees used for map 

construction (Grattapaglia 2000). This deficiency of marker information has been a great 

hindrance to comparative mapping that would form the basis for the construction of a 
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species wide consensus map, and more powerful QTL analysis in Eucalyptus (Brondani 

et al. 2002). 

The ongoing development of numerous EMBRA SSR markers from Eucalypus grandis 

and E. urophylla has begun to address the problem of marker transferability (Brondani et 

al. 1998, 2002). For example, within the section Latoangulatae (Brooker 2000), 46 fully 

informative (EMBRA) SSR markers are common to linkage maps of both Eucalyptus 

grandis and E. urophylla (Brondani etal. 2002). Between sections, comparisons have 

largely been limited to markers with less information content or fewer SSR loci. For 

example, linkage information from Eucalyptus grandis and E. urophylla (section 

Latoangulatae; Brondani etal. 1998; Gion etal. 2000) can be compared with E. 

globulus (section Maidenaria) based on 3 EMBRA loci and 5 lignin genes (Thamarus et 

al. 2002) or 7 fully informative EMBRA loci (Bundock et al. 2000). Similarly, linkage 

information from Eucalyptus camaldulensis (section Exsertaria; Agrama et al. 2002) 

can be compared with E. grandis and E. urophylla on the basis of 13 shared SSR 

markers (Brondani et al. 1998) and with E. globulus based on two (Thamarus et al. 

2002) and five (Bundock et al. 2000) shared SSRs. The only study to date allowing 

comparison of synteny between sections in numerous SSR markers is that of Marques et 

al. (2002), which considered synteny of SSR loci and QTLs across Eucalyptus grandis, 

E. urophylla, E. tereticornis (section Exsertaria) and E. globulus. Marques et a/..(2002) 

reported only the homologies supported by at least 3 SSR loci in two different species, 

comprising 22 SSR across 8 linkage groups in E. globulus. 	. 

In an attempt to allow comparison between this and previous studies, 37 of the 41 SSR 

mapped herein were in common with other linkage studies in Eucalyptus. Importantly, 

this study included SSR loci developed from a variety of sources, allowing a wider 

comparability to other studies than was possible based solely on EMBRA markers 

(Marques et al. 2002). This included 27 EMBRA markers in common with Brondani et 

al. (1998, 2002 and unpublished data), three EMCRC and four EMBRA markers in 

common with Bundock et al. (2000) and seven CSIRO markers in common with 

Thamarus et al. (2002). 
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The presence of 27 fully informative SSRs in common allowed all linkage groups 

identified by Brondani etal. (1998, 2002, and unpublished data) to be recognised in this 

pedigree (Table 3.4). Five linkage groups had three or more fully informative markers 

per group, allowing comparison of marker order. In agreement with past findings 

(Thamarus et al. 2002; Marques et al. 2002; Bundock et al. 2000), all linkage groupings 

of the EMBRA markers identified in a two way pseudo-testcross of E. grandis/urophylla 

(Brondani et al. 1998, 2002 and unpublished data), were preserved in the E. globulus 

maps in this study. However, a few minor inconsistencies in map distance and the order 

of markers were apparent. Permutations of marker order were evident in three of these 

five linkage groups. These involved mainly closely linked markers- EMBRA 208 and 

EMBRA 168 in linkage group 5 and EMBRA 127 and EMBRA 155, located at the end 

of linkage group 10. A more substantial difference occurs in linkage group 8, where 

EMBRA 197 and EMBRA 48 differ in order relative to EMBRA 30 between maps of E. 

grandis/urophylla and this study. Similarly, on linkage group 4, EMBRA 66 maps to the 

same position as EMBRA 130 in E. grandis/urophylla but is separated by 23 cM in this 

study and is in a different position relative to EMBRA 186. 

SSR markers shared between this study and maps produced by Bundock et al. (2000), 

from an intra-provenance cross of E. globulus, and Thamarus et al. (2002), using an 

inter-provenance F 1  cross of E. globulus, both with parents originating from the same 

localities as those in this study (Table 3.4) allows tentative identification of homologous 

linkage groups. Homology between 5 linkage groups in this study and 7 linkage groups 

of Bundock et al. (2000) are proposed on the basis of shared (EMBRA, and EMCRC) 

SSR. Only two homologous groups (corresponding to 3 groups from Bundook et al. 

2000) could be identified directly, from shared markers, while the remaining homologies 

could be inferred by comparing EM13RA loci shared between each map and E. 

grandislurophylla. This inference is justified as both this study and Bundock et al. 

(2000), found complete agreement between linkage groupings with E. grandis/urophylla 

(Brondani etal. 1998, 2002 and unpublished data). However, in the case of Bundock et 

al. (2000) there where more linkage groups than chromosomes. As a result some linkage 
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groups identified by Brondani et al. (1998) were equivalent to 2 linkage groups in the 

maps of Bundock et al. (2000). Additionally, there is a slight difference between the 

linkage groupings herein and those of Bundock et al. (2000). A single marker (EMCRC 

9) maps to linkage group 7 in this study, but in the study of Bundock et al. (2000) it 

maps to a different linkage group (the equivalent to linkage group 9 in the present 

study). 

Table 3.4 Linkage group homology. Linkage maps produced by Bundock et al. (2000) had more linkage 
groups than the haploid number of chromosomes in Eucalyptus (11), hence linkage groups 9 and 1 in this 
study were equivalent to two linkage groups from Bundock et al. (2000). 

This study & Brondani Bundock et Thamarus et Candidate genes reported by 
et al. 1998, 2002 al. (2000) al. (2002) Thamarus et al. (2002) 

1 4 and 5 7 COMT 
2 4 EAP1, PAL 
3 11 MsaS2 
4 
5 3 9 AGE2 
6 6 EXS I 
7 2 CCoA0MT, ECA1 
8 6 
9 1 and 2 

10 
11 13 3 4CL, AGE1, ELF1 

The differences in marker order between this map and those produced by Brondani et al. 

(1998, 2002 and unpublished data) and Bundock etal. (2000) may represent actual 

differences caused by mechanisms such as chromosomal rearrangements between the 

mapping populations. Some evidence in support of chromosomal rearrangements 

between eucalypt species is provided by the fact that Agrama et al. (2002) also found a 

difference in marker order (in E. camaldulensis) compared with E. grandis and E. 

urophylla (Brondani etal. 1998) in the equivalent linkage group (8) to this study. 

Alternatively, amplification of non-target sites due to multiple copies of the same SSR 

loci, may have occurred as Erpelding etal. (1996) found when transferring SSR between 

wheat and barley. On the other hand, the discrepancies may be artefacts of mapping 

imprecision. Because very few apparent recombinants can change map order, accurate 

ordering of closely linked markers is often problematic, requiring very large mapping 
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populations (Remington et al. 1999). Indeed practical limitations on the number of 

individuals used in mapping populations of forest trees may account for the alternations 

in marker order which have occurred between parental maps produced in various tree 

species (Maliepaard et al. 1998; Devey et al. 1999), including Eucalyptus (Brondani et 

al. 2002; Marques etal. 1998, 2002). At present, the number of comparable linkage 

maps produced in Eucalyptus species is insufficient to conclusively confirm or refute the 

occurrence of chromosomal rearrangements between species. Hence, further mapping 

using larger populations and more markers is required in E. globulus and other 

Symphyomyrtus species to clarify the nature and extent of any differences in marker 

order at both the interspecific and intraspecific levels. 

When compared with the map of Thamarus et al. (2002), all linkage groups of shared 

(CSIRO and EMBRA) SSR markers were conserved. Homology between 7 linkage 

groups of Thamarus etal. (2002) and this study are inferred on the basis of 1 or 2 SSR in 

common per linkage group. However, there are some inconsistencies in the relative 

position of markers within linkage groups between maps. Specifically, the CSIRO 

marker Eg86 maps to the end of linkage group 2 herein, but a third of the way along the 

equivalent group in Thamarus et al. (2002). Similarly, the CSIRO marker Eg99 maps to 

the end of the linkage group 11 herein but close to the middle of the equivalent linkage 

group in Thamarus et al. (2002). Similar discrepancies in the exact map location of 

specific markers have been noted previously in Eucalyptus (Marques etal. 1998; 

Myburg et al. 2003; Thamarus et al. 2002) and in the absence of evidence for 

chromosomal rearrangement are often attributable to sampling error (Myburg et al. 

2003) or differences in map coverage between studies. Incomplete map coverage of 

some linkage groups in the present study is the most likely cause of the above 

discrepancies. 
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Segregation distortion 

The proportion of markers in this study displaying distortion from expected Mendelian 

segregation ratios is greater than would be expected by chance alone. For example, 12 

markers from the male parent and 13 markers from the female parent exhibited 

segregation distortion (at a < 0.05), clearly exceeding expectations for the male 

(6.5/130) and female (5.9/118) parents. The concentration of many of the distorted 

markers in two groups (male 5 and female 2) suggests a biological cause, rather than 

other potential factors, such as genotyping errors, that might produce an apparent 

distortion of segregation ratios (Kearsey and Pooni 1996). The female group 2 is 

notable, in that all markers from this group are distorted and a gradient in the level of 

distortion from a maximum (a < 0.0001) in p03b09 occurs in this linkage group. Such 

departures from expected Mendelian segregation ratios have been widely documented in 

plants and animals (e.g. Gillet and Gregorius 1992; Bradshaw and Stealer 1994), 

including Eucalyptus (Vaillancourt et al. 1995; Bundock et al. 2000; Myburg et al. 

2003). Numerous mechanisms have been hypothesised to explain such distorted 

segregation ratios, operating at various stages of development (reviewed by Gillet and 

Gregorius 1992). These include prezygotic mechanisms such as gametophytic 

incompatibility systems (e.g. Gebhardt et al. 1991), meiotic drive (e.g. Buckler et al. 

1999) and haploid expressed deleterious alleles and post-zygotic mechanisms such as the 

expression of genetic load (e.g. Gion et al. 2000; Bradshaw and Stettler 1994) and 

hybrid incompatibility systems (e.g. Rieseberg et al. 1995). 

Gametophytic incompatibility systems reflect variable fertilisation success due to 

compatibility relations between gametic types and in most cases operate to exclude 

fertilisation by the male (Gillet and Gregorius 1992). Gametophytic incompatibility is 

thus unlikely to account for the observed segregation distortion in the female linkage 

group 2. 

Ideally, a survey of allele frequencies before and after fertilisation would allow 

discrimination between segregation distortion due to pre-zygotic mechanisms such as 

meiotic drive and haploid expressed deleterious alleles and post-zygotic mechanisms 
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such as genetic load (Gillet and Gregorius 1992). Lacking such information, pre-zygotic 

mechanisms remain a possible cause of segregation distortion. However, the death of 

—25% of the planted F2 generation before they were sampled for this study suggests that 

some post-zygotic selection mechanism may well play a substantial role in distorting 

expected segregation ratios, as opposed to meiotic drive, haploid deleterious alleles or 

gametophytic incompatibility which would occur at the pre-zygotic stage. 

The expression of genetic load involves the effects of deleterious or lethal alleles 

distorting segregation ratios of linked markers. Eucalypts are highly heterozygous and 

are known to carry many deleterious alleles in the heterozygous condition (Potts and 

Wiltshire 1997; Patterson et al. 2000). Such genes could possibly account for the 

observed segregation distortion from the female parent (group 2) in this study. Under 

this hypothesis, the distortion of the entire female linkage group 2 could be explained by 

one or several genes with a strong effect on viability segregating close to the markers 

where the distortion peaks, with diminishing effects toward the other extremity of the 

linkage group due to the effects of recombination. However, the expression of genetic 

load involves inheriting deleterious or lethal alleles from both parents. Consequently, 

this mechanism is unlikely to account for the observed distortion due to the lack of 

similar levels of distortion in equivalent linkage groups from each parent unless, for 

example, the deleterious effect of the female allele is only expressed in a specific male 

genetic background. 

Another possible post-zygotic mechanism contributing to segregation distortion is 

hybrid incompatibility resulting from the broad inter-provenance origin of the 

grandparents in the mapping pedigree. Trees from these locations are differentiated by 

nuclear SSR (Potts et al. 2004) and as previously mentioned, are also classified into 

different geographical races on the basis of morphology (Dutkowski and Potts 1999). 

High levels of inviability have been noted in various interspecific hybrid combinations 

within Eucalyptus (reviewed by Potts and Dungey 2004). This process may also be 

applicable to broad intraspecific crosses such as the mapping pedigree in this study. For 

example, in an F1(intraspecific) inter-provenance cross between E. globulus from King 
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Island and Taranna, a reduced viability has been noted relative to an intra-provenance 

cross from King Island. However, the Taranna intra-provenance cross also performed 

poorly (Volker 2002). Although most studies have demonstrated hybrid incompatibility 

in the F 1  generation, barriers to hybridisation may also extend to further generations 

(outbreeding depression) as noted by Potts et al. (2000) where a reduced growth and 

survival of E. globulus by E. nitens affected F1 and F2 generations. Two general 

mechanisms are postulated to contribute to hybrid incompatibility, chromosomal 

rearrangements and genetic incompatibility between differentiated taxa (Rieseberg et al. 

1995). Genetic incompatibility may occur between differentiated populations of the 

same species due to processes such as the disruption of coadaptive gene complexes and 

the introduction of adaptive, or maladaptive genes (Potts et al. 2003). As previously 

discussed, there is as yet no conclusive evidence for gross chromosomal rearrangements 

in Eucalyptus at the intra or interspecific level. Thus both general mechanisms remain 

possible causes of the observed segregation distortion in female linkage group 2. 

Conclusion 

The inclusion of numerous fully informative SSR, in conjunction with AFLP markers, 

has allowed the construction of parental and consensus maps in this pedigree of E. 

glob ulus. Mapping SSR markers derived from a variety of sources has demonstrated 

almost complete homology in linkage groupings across a range of Symphyomyrtus 

species, encompassing multiple sections, although some minor differences in the 

distance and order of markers within linkage groups were apparent. Further .  mapping 

within E. globulus using an expanded set of SSR markers will clarify the nature and 

extent of any differences between Symphyomyrtus species, paving the way for further 

comparative mapping and ultimately consensus maps of the subgenus. The low success 

in transfer of SSR loci from E. grandis/urophylla, from which most SSR in Eucalyptus 

have been developed, suggests that more SSRs will be required in order to produce high 

coverage maps in E. globulus based exclusively on these markers. Segregation distortion 

of some markers has been demonstrated, concentrated in two gender specific groups. In 
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the case of the severe distortion in the female group 2, post zygotic mechanisms are a 

likely cause. 
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Appendix 1 Reaction conditions and segregation, for mapped SSR. 
Segregation: ab x cd = heterozygous in both parents with four alleles in total, ab x ac = heterozygous in 
both parents with three alleles in total, ab x cc = Male parent heterozygous, female parent homozygous 
with three alleles in total, ab x aa Male parent heterozygous, female parent homozygous with two alleles 
in total, aa x ab Female parent heterozygous, male parent homozygous with two alleles in total. 

Locus MgC12 (mM) Annealing Segregation 
temperature (°C) (M x F) 

EMBRA 6 1.5 58 abxaa 
EMBRA 11 1.5 56 ab.x cd 
EMBRA 12 1.5 56 ab x cd 
EMBRA 16 1.8 56 ab x cd 
EMBRA 30 1.5 58 ab x cd 
EMBRA 37 1.5 56 ab x cd 
EMBRA 48 1.5 54 ab x ac 
EMBRA 56 1.8 58 ab x cd 
EMBRA 61 1.5 58 ab x cd 
EMBRA 66 1.5 56 ab x cd 
EMBRA 78 1.5 58 ab x cc 
EMBRA 98 1.5 56 ab x ac 
EMBRA 115 1.5 56 ab x ac 
EMBRA 127 1.5 56 ab x cd 
EMBRA 128 1.5 57 ab x ac 
EMBRA 130 1.5 57 ab x cd 
EMBRA153 1.5 57 ab x ac 
EMBRA 155 1.5 60 ab x ac 
EMBRA 156 1.5 59 ab x cd 
EMBRA 158 1.5 56 ab x ac 
EMBRA 168 1.5 60 ab x ac 
EMBRA 173 1.5 55 ab x cd 
EMBRA 180 1.5 56 ab x ac 
EMBRA 186 1.5 57 ab x ac 
EMBRA 189 1.5 56 ab x cd 
EMBRA 197 1.5 56 ab x aa 
EMBRA 201 1.5 58 ab x ac 
EMBRA 204 1.5 56 ab x ac 
EMBRA 208 1.5 58 aa x ab 
CSIRO En6 1.5 55 ab x cd 
CSIRO En10 2.0 50 ab x ac 
CSIRO En16 1.5 55 ab x cd 
CSIRO Eg61 2.0 50 ab x ac 
CSIRO Eg62 2.0 48 ab x cd 
CSIRO Eg86 2.0 55 ab x cd 
CSIRO Eg99 1.5 55 ab x ac 
EMCRC 2 2.0 55 ab x aa 
EMCRC 8 2.0 55 ab x cd 
EMCRC 9 2.0 55 ab x cd 
EMCRC 10 2.0 55 ab x cd 
EMCRC 11 2.0 55 ab x cd 
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Chapter 4: The genetic dissection of pest susceptibility and 

growth traits in an F2 inter-provenance cross of Eucalyptus 

glob ulus 

Introduction 

Variation in many traits of economic interest in forest trees is quantitative in nature. 

Under the infinitesimal (or polygene) model, continuous quantitative variation is 

assumed to reflect the collective action of numerous genes and environmental effects 

(Kearsey and Pooni 1996). Traditional approaches to quantitative genetic analysis use 

pedigree information to partition phenotypic variation into genetic and non-genetic 

variance components, which are used to estimate heritabilities and predict breeding 

values (Falconer and Mackay 1996; Lynch and Walsh 1998). However, this approach 

provides little information regarding the specific genetic factors underlying quantitative 

traits. The analysis of quantitative trait loci (QTL) is providing new insights into the 

number, chromosomal location and magnitude of effects of genetic entities controlling 

quantitative traits (Sewell and Neale 2000). In Eucalyptus, QTL have been located for 

traits including vegetative propagation (Grattapaglia et al. 1995; Marques etal. 1999), 

growth (Verhaegen et al. 1997; Grattapaglia etal. 1996), wood properties (Bundock 

2003; Thamarus et al. 2004), early flowering (Missiagia et al. 2005), resistance to frost 

(Byrne etal. 1997) and disease (Junghans etal. 2003). 

In recent years, breeding programmes for E. globulus have focussed primarily on 

selection for growth and wood property traits (e.g. Borralho et al. 1993; Miranda et al. 

2001; Raymond and Apiolaza 2004). Of these traits, rapid growth directly affects 

plantation productivity and as such has historically been the main aim of selection. 

Variation in growth rate reflects a multitude of adaptive traits (Eldridge etal. 1993), 

including tolerance of abiotic and biotic stresses. Hence pests and pathogens that can 

limit E. globulus plantation growth and productivity in Australia have recently received 

increased attention. Such pests include possums (Dungey and Potts 2001; O'Reilly-

Wapstra et al. 2002), sawfly (Jordan et al. 2002), southern eucalypt leaf beetle (Rapley 
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et al. 2004a), autumn gum moth (Jones et al. 2002b; Rapley et al. 2004b) and 

Mycosphaerella leaf blotch (Dungey etal. 1997; Carnegie and Ades 2003; Milgate etal. 

2005a, 2005b). Similarly, in Brazil, studies are focussing on determining the genetic 

basis of resistance to diseases such as Puccinia psiidi (rust), Cryphonectria cubensis 

(canker), Xanthomonas axonopodis (spot) and Ceratocystis fimbriata (wilt) in 

Eucalyptus grandis and E. urophylla (Grattapaglia et al. 2004a). 

Mycosphaerella leaf blotch (MLB) is a foliar fungal disease, affecting eucalypt 

plantations world-wide (Carnegie et al. 2001; Van Zyl et al. 2002; Mohammed et al. 

2003). Over 30 species of Mycosphaerella have been detected on eucalypt leaves 

(Mohammed etal. 2003), of which M. cryptica and M nubilosa are the most prevalent 

in southern Australia (Carnegie et al. 1998; Park etal. 2000). Mycosphaerella cryptica 

can occur on both juvenile and adult foliage and has been reported on 52 eucalypt 

species. In contrast, M nubilosa appears to be confined to juvenile foliage and has been 

reported on only seven related species within the subgenus Symphyomyrtus, including E. 

globulus (Milgate et al. 2005b and references therein). MLB causes leaf necrosis and 

defoliation that can be highly detrimental to growth (Carnegie and Ades 2003; Milgate 

et al. 2005a). Crown damage from MLB can range from 10% necrosis of leaves to 

complete defoliation and tree death. However, even relatively minor damage can cause a 

significant loss in growth. For example, Carnegie and Ades (2003) reported that a loss of 

10% of leaf area due to MLB resulted in reductions of up to 13% in tree height. The 

effect of MLB may be more severe in plantations than native forest because of plantings 

in sites outside the normal range of the species (Potts and Pederick 2000). In addition, 

plantations represent even-aged monocultures that may be more susceptible to disease 

than native forest, where epidemics can be restricted by the variable age structure and 

diversity of the plant community (Burgess and Wingfield 2002). 

Genetic variation has been reported in the susceptibility of E. globulus to MLB both 

within and between provenances (Carnegie et al. 1994; Dungey etal. 1997; Milgate et 

al. 2005a, 2005b) and also within segregating families (Milgate et al. 2005b). These 

findings suggest selection for resistant genotypes of E. globulus has the potential to 
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reduce the impact of MLB on plantation productivity. However, the genetic control of 

resistance to these pathogens is not well understood. Effective management and 

breeding for disease resistance (using conventional or marker-assisted selection) will 

require a detailed understanding of the genetic variation within both the host and the 

pathogens and the genetic control of the host-pathogen interactions (Keane etal. 2000; 

Burdon 2001). 

Complex inter-correlations have been detected between growth, height to vegetative 

phase change and the severity of damage caused by MLB. For example, a positive 

correlation has been observed between early growth and MLB severity (Dungey et al. 

1997; Milgate etal. 2005a), suggesting that selection for rapid growth in the absence of 

the disease may inadvertently select for increased susceptibility (Dungey etal. 1997). 

However, Milgate et al. (2005a) reported severity of M nubilosa was positively 

correlated with growth in the first year after planting, while from the second year 

onwards a significant negative correlation with growth traits was evident as the disease 

began to affect growth. Growth has also been positively correlated with height to phase 

change in some environments (Jordan et al. 2000). Correspondingly; a positive 

correlation has also been reported between height to phase change and the severity of 

MLB damage (Dungey et al. 1997). In light of these correlations, incorporating growth 

and height to phase change will be useful in dissecting the genetic control of resistance 

to MLB. 

The main aims of this study were to investigate the quantitative genetic control of 

resistance to MLB, and other potentially correlated traits, in an F2 inter-provenance cross 

of E. globulus with grandparents known to differ widely in their susceptibility to the 

disease (Dungey et al. 1997). QTL analysis was performed using a linkage map 

constructed from SSR and AFLP markers in this pedigree (see Chapter 3), using single 

marker tests, interval and multiple QTL model (MQM) analysis. 
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Materials and methods 

Genetic material and trial design 

In order to study genetic variation in E. globulus susceptibility to MLB, a large outcross 

F2 family (family 1) was generated, with grandparents originating from King Island (KI) 

in Bass Strait and Taranna (T) in the south east of Tasmania (T7/KI157//T144/K15). 

Family 1 was 'constructed from grandparents with divergent predicted breeding values 

for MLB susceptibility and resistance (Dungey et al. 1997) in order to promote 

segregation for disease susceptibility in the offspring. It contained 240 genotypes, of 

which 160 were replicated clonally (one ramet and one ortet), resulting in two trees per 

genotype. Clonal replication allowed an improved estimate of genetic variation, by 

accounting for environmental heterogeneity in the field trial. For example, clonal 

replication would reduce the chance of both individuals representing a single genotype 

having low disease severity solely due to disease escape, as opposed to genetically 

governed resistance. Family 1 was planted in a field trial at Woolnorth in north-west 

Tasmania in May 1998, as part of an experiment containing two other controlled cross 

families and four open pollinated families (see Milgate et al. 2005b for full description 

of the trial design). The trial featured an incomplete block design, consisting of two 

replicates, each with 20 incomplete blocks of 30 or 36 trees. The ortet and ramet of each 

cloned genotype were assigned to separate replicates at random. 

Assessment of phenotypic traits 

The Woolnorth field trial became infected with Mycosphaerella cryptica (identified by 

Milgate et al. 2005b) less than one year after planting. Disease severity was recorded 

after 12 months of growth when all trees were entirely in their juvenile phase (myco; 

Milgate et al. 2005b). The disease severity was quantified by estimating the percentage 

area of necrotic lesions present on each tree, on a ten-point scale (1 = 0-3%, 2 = 4-6%, 3 

= 7-12%, 4 = 13-17%, 5 = 18-25%, 6=26-38%, 7 = 39-50%, 8=51-63%, 9 = 64-75%, 

10 = 76-100%). The mid-point of each class was used for analysis. The field trial also 

suffered from herbivory by the autumn gum moth (Mnesampela privata) in the first year 

of growth. The level of herbivory was assessed on juvenile foliage, at 13 months of age 
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(Jones et al. 2002b), based on a visual assessment of damage across the whole tree (agrn; 

as described by Jones et al. 2002b). Various other phenotypic traits were recorded 

annually, following the establishment of the field trial, including growth assessed by 

total height (in m), at one to three years of age (htl, ht2, ht3), diameter (in cm) at breast 

height (dbh) of the main stem at age two to six years (dbh2, dbh3, dbh4, dbh5, dbh6). 

Height at which vegetative phase change from the juvenile to the adult foliage took 

place was monitored annually for the first five years of growth. For each tree, the stem 

height (in m) at which the first petiolate leaf appeared was recorded, when phase change 

was first observed. 

Analysis 

In order to test for significant differences between genotypes within family 1, a mixed 

model incorporating the effects of replicate (fixed), genotype (random) and random 

error, was fitted for each trait using the PROC MIXED procedure of SAS. Only 

genotypes with clonal replication were included in this analysis. Phenotypic trait values 

used for QTL analysis were least-square means of two clonal individuals representing 

each genotype, calculated by fitting a mixed model including the effects of replicate 

(fixed), genotype (fixed), incomplete block within replicate (random) and random error. 

All families in the field trial were included in the mixed model and the least-square 

means for genotypes with clonal replication were selected for QTL analysis. Hence, the 

reported phenotypic variance explained by each putative QTL (see below) has had some 

of the environmental variance removed. The distribution of genotype least-square means 

was examined for each trait, in order to test the assumption of a normal distribution for 

interval and MQM mapping. Although the least-square means for several traits departed 

from normality (Kolomogorov-Smimov P <0.05), in most cases the data were evenly 

distributed about the mean and therefore no transformation was undertaken. A natural 

log transformation was applied where appropriate (agm and myco traits) to optimise 

normality, however in both cases even with transformation the distribution of these traits 

departed from normality (Kolomogorov-Smimov P <0.01). Pearson's correlation 

coefficients were calculated between traits using PROC CORR of SAS and genotype 

least square means. 
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In light of the correlations detected previously (between height and the severity of MLB 

[Dungey et al. 1997; Milgate et al. 2005a], weed competition, height and the severity of 

damage caused by the autumn gum moth [Jones et al. 2002b]) and in the present study 

(between height and height to phase change and between the severity of damage caused 

by M cryptica and the autumn gum moth), covariates were fitted to remove their effects 

on the expression of each trait. The least-square means for height to vegetative phase 

change (htpc), severity of damage by the autumn gum moth (agm) and M. cryptica 

(myco) were used in the QTL analysis as raw values and residuals. The residuals were 

obtained by fitting the genotype least-square means for key covariates (ht 1, myco and 

weed competition for agm, htl and weed competition for myco and htl for htpc) using 

PROC REG of SAS. Weed competition was assessed in a radius of one metre from the 

tree, using a five-point scoring system considering weed height and percentage cover (1 

= no weeds; 5 = maximum cover overtopping tree; Jones et al. 2002b). 

QTL analysis was conducted with MAPQTL 4.0 (Van Ooijen et al. 2002), using the 

consensus linkage map constructed in family 1 (described in detail in chapter three of 

this thesis) and least-square means for each trait. Putative QTL were declared at two 

different levels, significant (genome-wide type I error <0.05) and suggestive 

(chromosome-wide type I error rate < 0.05). The LOD threshold for genome wide 

significance was determined by permutation testing (1000 replications; Churchill and 

Doerge 1994). An average chromosome-wide LOD threshold (LOD 3) for suggestive 

QTL, was determined by empirical simulations (Van Oijen 1999). Interval mapping was 

initially performed in order to scan the genome for map intervals significantly associated 

with each trait, using the default parameters of MAPQTL 4.0 (Van Ooijen et al. 2002). 

The suggestive threshold was used to select putative QTL as cofactors for the MQM 

procedure. Where map intervals exceeding this threshold existed, a single marker closest 

to the peak LOD was chosen as a cofactor for the multiple QTL model (MQM; Jansen 

1993, 1994; Jansen and Stani 1994). During interval and MQM mapping procedures, the 

association at each map position is tested against the residual variance, the larger the 

genetic effect associated with a position is in relation to the residual variance, the more 
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significant the test (Van Oijen et al. 2002). MQM mapping removes the residual 

variance attributable to the selected cofactors, thereby increasing the power in 

subsequent scans for multiple QTL. As a result, MQM mapping can improve the 

precision in locating multiple QTL, for example by highlighting 'ghost QTL' (Van Oijen 

et al. 2002), as well as often identifying more QTL than interval mapping alone. An 

iterative approach, combining forward and backward selection of cofactors was used for 

QTL detection. Forward selection was used initially, by running the MQM procedure 

with the peaks exceeding the suggestive threshold from interval mapping selected as 

cofactors. This process was repeated until no further cofactors were discovered. 

Subsequently, a backward elimination procedure was performed. This involved selecting 

a subset of markers approximately every 20 cM (subject to computational limitations) 

along each chromosome sequentially as cofactors and running the MQM analysis 

including the cofactors discovered from forward selection (where present). The analysis 

for each trait was accepted when the selected cofactors were closest to each significant 

peak and no new putative QTL were discovered (Van Ooijen et al. 2002). 

All methods of QTL discovery have their biases, so a combination of approaches can 

increase confidence in the detection of putative QTL (Asins 2002; Kearsey and Farquhar 

1998). Because the distribution of the severity of M cryptica and the autumn gum moth 

departed from normality, despite the log transformation, the single marker Kruskal-

Wallis test was also used for QTL detection. This technique makes no assumptions 

regarding the distribution of the trait and is therefore robust to departures from normality 

(Van Ooijen et al. 2002). 

Assessments of the effects of different allelic combinations for significant markers (from 

interval and MQM mapping) on the mean trait value were gained using PROC GLM of 

SAS. Contrast statements were used to test whether the effect segregated from the male 

or female parent for significant QTL. Where more than one unlinked marker 

significantly affected a quantitative trait (genome-wide type I error <0.05 in interval 

mapping), they were tested for epistasis by testing for an interaction effect using PROC 

GLM of SAS. 
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Results 
Family one exhibited significant variation between genotypes (P <0.05) for all traits, 

with the exception of height after one and three years (htl and ht3; Table 4.1). The 

severity of M cryptica damage (myco) and height to vegetative phase change (htpc) 

exhibited highly significant variation between genotypes (P <0.0001). A high positive 

correlation was evident between growth measurements (diameter and height; dbh and ht) 

taken from one to six years of age (Table 4.2). Height to phase change (htpc) was 

correlated with early growth (diameter at two years and height at one year of age; dbh2, 

htl; Table 4.2), indicating trees which changed phase at a greater height intially grew 

more rapidly. Damage due to the autumn gum moth (agm) was also positively correlated 

with height at one year of age (htl), suggesting a tendency for taller plants to be 

damaged preferentially. Damage due to the autumn gum moth (agm) was negatively 

correlated with damage due to M cryptica (myco; Table 4.2). 

Table 4.1 The significance of differences between genotypes within family I for 
various traits scored in the Eucalyptus globulus Woolnorth field trial. The number 
of genotypes assessed, trait units, mean and its standard deviation, and Z value for 
the between genotype variance component and its significance from zero are 
indicated. 

No. Units Mean s.d. Z P 
myco 115 % 5.8 0.64 5.94 <0.0001 
agm 116 % 5.2 0.56 2.32 0.0102 
htpc 117 m 4.3 0.66 5.67 <0.0001 
htl 119 m 1.7 0..30 0.05 0.4789 
ht2 119 m 4.7 0.60 1.99 0.0231 
ht3 116 m 6.4 0.67 1.61 0.0536 
dbh2 119 cm 5.4 0.98 1.74 0.0412 
dbh3 115 cm 7.0 1. 	18 1.8 0.0362 
dbh4 115 cm 9.4 1.47 1.75 0.0399 
dbh5 115 cm 10.8 1.62 1.86 0.0317 
dbh6 114 cm 12.5 1.93 1.71 0.044 
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Table 4.2 Matrix of Pearson correlation coefficients between the genotype least-square means for the various traits 
analysed in this study. 

 	myco agma  htpc htl ht2 ht3 dbh2 dbh3 dbh4 dbh5 agm 
htpc 
htl 
ht2 
ht3 
dbh2 
dbh3 
dbh4 
dbh5 
dbh6 

-0.21* 
-0.03 
0.16 
-0.01 
-0.12 
-0.01 
-0.09 
-0.06 
-0.07 
-0.07 

0.00 
0.19* 
0.06 
0.14 
0.06 
0.15 
0.16 
0.15 
0.14 

0.23* 
0.13 
0.11 
0.18* 
0.14 
0.09 
0.06 
0.04 

0.65**** 
0.57** ** 
0.67**** 
0.60** ** 
0.58**** 
0.54** ** 
0.53**** 

0.90**** 
0.88**** 
0.88** ** 
0.85**** 
0.83**** 
0.79*** 

0.8**** 
0.90** ** 
0.89**** 
0.90** ** 
0.87**** 

0.95** ** 
0.91**** 
0.88** ** 
0.86**** 

0.96**** 
0.95** ** 
0.92**** 

0.97** ** 
0.95**** 0.98**** 

P> 0.05 = ns, * <0.05, ** <0.01, *** <0.001 =, **** <0.0001. 
a  Scored after myco. 
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Putative QTL were identified by interval and MQM mapping (Table 4.3), for severity of 

M cryptica damage (myco) and autumn gum moth damage (agm). Putative QTL were 

also located for growth traits, height at two and three years of age (ht2 and ht3) and 

diameter at breast height at two, five and six years of age (dbh2, dbh5 and dbh6), in 

addition to height to vegetative phase change (htpc). 

Interval mapping located putative QTL regions with significant (genome-wide type I 

error < 0.05) effect on the severity of damage by M cryptica (myco) on linkage groups 1 

(LOD 6.19) and 8 (LOD 11.39; Table 4.3). Another putative QTL region was located at 

the suggestive level (chromosome-wide type I error < 0.05) on linkage group 3 (LOD 

3.08). The MQM mapping procedure increased the significance of the detected markers 

on linkage groups 1 and 8 (LOD 10.92 and 20.20, respectively) and allowed the 

detection of an additional significant QTL region on linkage group 7 (LOD 5.98) and 

suggestive QTL regions on linkage groups 2 and 3 (LOD 3.46 and 3.47, respectively; 

Table 4.3). In combination, the putative QTL regions explained 76.3% (interval 

mapping) and 71.8% (MQM mapping) of the phenotypic variance (i.e. the variation in 

genotype least-square means) in the severity of damage by M cryptica. All putative 

QTL for M cryptica damage segregated on the female side, except the one on linkage 

group 3 (Table 4.3). The difference between the mean for the severity of M cryptica 

damage (5.8%; Table 4.4) and the genotype Mean for individuals with the favourable 

allele for the putative QTL on linkage group 1 was 1.05%, while the difference between 

the genotype means for individuals with the positive (a) and negative (b) alleles from the 

female parent (i.e. the mean for ac plus ad versus the mean for bc plus bd) was 2.65% 

(Table 4.4). In the case of the putative QTL on linkage group 8, the difference between 

the family mean and the genotype mean for individuals with the favourable allele was 

1.6%, while the difference between the genotype mean for individuals with the positive 

and negative alleles (from the female parent) was 4.3% (Table 4.4). The putative QTL 

discovered for severity of M cryptica damage were stable when the slight positive 

correlation with height at one year of age (htl ; Table 4.2) was removed, in the analysis 

of covariance (interval mapping LOD; 5.60 and 11.65 for the putative QTL on linkage 

groups 1 and 8, respectively). The interaction effect between the two major QTL on 
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linkage groups 1 and 8 was non-significant, suggesting no epistasis between them and 

their effects are additive (data not shown). 

A putative QTL region for susceptibility to the autumn gum moth was located, by 

interval mapping, on linkage group 8 at the suggestive level (LOD 3.15). Following the 

inclusion of putative QTL as cofactors in the MQM mapping procedure, the association 

became significant (LOD 5.50) and two more putative QTL regions were identified on 

linkage groups 5 and 6 at the suggestive level (LOD 3.22 and 4.15, respectively). In 

combination, the three putative QTL regions explained a total of 82.4% of the 

phenotypic variance in this trait (Table 4.3). The difference between the family mean 

(5.1%) and the genotype mean for individuals with the favourable allele was 0.5%, 

while the difference between genotype means for the individuals with the positive and 

negative alleles was 0.7% (Table 4.4). The putative QTL for susceptibility to the autumn 

gum moth were no longer present when the genotype least-square means were adjusted 

by fitting the correlated measures (Table 4.2) of height at one year of age (htl), weed 

competition and severity of damage by M cryptica (myco) as covariates (interval 

mapping LOD; 0.71, 2.33 and 2.42 for the putative QTL on linkage groups 5, 6 and 8, 

respectively). 

A putative QTL region influencing height at 2 years of age (ht2) was identified on 

linkage group 1 at the suggestive level (LOD 3.26), explaining 23.0% of the phenotypic 

variance. The same region also affected height at three years of age (ht3), at the 

significant level (LOD 3.98), explaining 23.8% of the phenotypic variance (Table 4.3). 

The difference between the family mean for ht3 (6.5 m) and the genotype mean for 

individuals with the favourable allele was 0.1 m, while the difference between genotype 

means for the QTL alleles segregating from the female parent was 0.3 m (Table 4.4). 

Different QTL were found to influence diameter at breast height (dbh), but only at the 

suggestive level. A putative QTL region at two years of age (dbh2) was located on 

linkage group 5 at the suggestive level (LOD 3.06), explaining 14.2% of the phenotypic 

variance. A different suggestive QTL region was found to affect later age diameter 

(dbh5 and 6) on linkage group 10 at the suggestive level (LOD 3.07 and 3.31, 
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Table 4.3 Putative QTL identified from interval, MQM mapping and the (single marker) Kruskal-Wallis test. 

Trait Group Segregationa  Adjacent 
Markerb  

Map 
position 
cMe  

Interval mapping 
LODd 	% expe  

MQM mappingt  
LOD d 	% 

expe  

Single 
marker testsg 

myco 1 F pl1b12 12.5 6.19* 24.6 10.92*** 15.4 (Emb180, 13.1) **** 
2 F CRC8 28.2 2.02 8.2 3.46 s  4.9 * 
3 M p09b04 75.4 3.08 s  13.6 3•47S 6.2 
7 F p08b24 21.7 2.62 11.5 5.98* 9.0 
8 F p04b07 16.1 11.39*** 38.1 20.20*** 36.3 *** 

agm 5 M p17b05 0.0 1.09 4.7 3 .22s 14.2 * 
6 F p12b06 15.2 2.08 24.3 4.15 29.9 
8 F pl0b03 55.9 3 . 15s 30.6 5•50* 38.3 

htpc 1 M Emb12 4.2 4.06* 17.0 * 
ht2 1 F p21b04 59.2 3.26 s  23.0 
ht3 1 F p21b04 59.2 3.91* 23.8 * 
dbh2 5 M Emb37 105.6 3.06 s  14.2 ** 

dbh5 10 M pl8b10 1.9 3 .07s 17.2 
dbh6 10 M pl8b10 1.9 3.31 s  19.3 

a The parent from which the QTL effect segregates: M = male segregation, F = female segregation. 
b  The marker closest to each QTL peak. 

Map position of the marker closest to each QTL peak. 
d  Peak LOD score for each QTL, genome wide significance is indicated by *• 

Suggestive QTL based on a chromosome-wide significance P <0.05. 
`The percentage of phenotypic variation explained at each QTL peak. 
f  The results of MQM mapping are presented only where more than one putative QTL is identified for a trait (myco and agm), otherwise the MQM results do not 
differ from those of interval mapping. 
g Significance from the Kruskal-Wallis test. In cases where the closest marker to the QTL peak segregates from the opposite parent, the significance of the 
closest marker segregating from the same parent as the QTL is presented (marker, map position in cM). Significance level for the Kruskal-Wallis test and 
genome-wide LOD significance: * P <0.05, P ** <0.01, P *** <0.001. 
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Table 4.4 Genotype and overall trait means for markers adjacent to the significant QTL, identified by 
MQM mappinga. 

Trait LGb  Marker Parental 
genotypes' 
Female 	Male 

Genotype means Family 
mean d 

myco 1 Emb12 ab*** cd ac ad bc bd 5.8 
(%) (5.4) (4.1) (6.9) (7.9) 

7 pl1b06 lm* 11 lm 11 5.7 
(4.9) (6.5) 

8 PO4b07 lm*** 11 lm 11 5.6 
(4.0) (8.3) 

agm 8 PO4b04 hk hk hh k 5.1 
(%) 4.6 5.3 
htpc 1 Emb12 ab cd** ac ad bc bd 4.2 
(m) (4.3) (4.2) (4.5) (4.0) 
ht3 1 p21b04 lm* 11 Lm 11 6.5 
(m) (6.6) (6.3) 

a Genotype means are given for the closest adjacent marker to each QTL peak, except where the closest 
marker segregates from the opposite parent to the QTL, in which case genotype means for the closest 
marker segregating from the same parent as the QTL are presented. 
b  LG = Linkage group 
Significance levels * <0.05, ** <0.01, *** <0.00 .1 

d  These family mean values differ slightly from those presented in Table 4.1 as they were calculated from 
the least-square means of each genotype in family 1, derived from the full trial analysis. 

respectively) explaining 17.2 and 19.3% of the phenotypic variance for diameter at 

breast height, respectively (Table 4.3). 

A putative QTL region for height to phase change (htpc) was also identified on linkage 

group 1 at the significant level (LOD 4.06), explaining 17% of the phenotypic variance 

in height to vegetative phase change. The difference between the family mean (4.2 m) 

and the means for genotypes bearing the c versus the d allele was 0.2 m and 0.1 m, 

respectively (hence there was a mean difference of 0.3 m in height to phase change 

between genotypes with each allele; Table 4.4). This QTL for phase change co-located 

with a more significant QTL for the severity of damage by M cryptica (mycol; Table 

4.3 and Figure 4.1), but segregation was from the opposite parent (htpc segregated from 

the male, mycol from the female). The QTL for height to phase change (htpc) was still 

present, albeit with a reduced LOD, when the genotype least-square means were 

adjusted by removing the positive covariance with height at one year of age (interval 
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Figure 4.1 The location of each putative QTL exceeding the genome-wide significance level from interval 

and MQM mapping. Linkage groups and loci are as described in chapter 3. Solid bars and lines represent 

one- and two-LOD support intervals, respectively. The one-LOD support interval corresponds to an 

approximate 95% confidence interval (Lander and Botstein 1989). (htpc: height to vegetative phase 

change, myco: severity of Ail cryptica damage, ht3: tree height at three years of age, agm: severity of 

damage by the autumn gum moth). 
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mapping LOD 3.22). 

All putative QTL that exceeded the genome-wide significance threshold from interval 

mapping were confirmed by the single marker Kruskal Wallis test (Table 4.3). MQM 

mapping led to the detection of two further putative QTL exceeding the genome-wide 

significance level (for susceptibility to the autumn gum moth [agm] on linkage group 8 

and M cryptica severity [myco] on linkage group 7), however these QTL were not 

confirmed by the Kruskal Wallis test, reducing confidence in their validity. Further, 

several putative QTL at the suggestive level had a relatively low LOD in the interval 

mapping (those for myco on linkage groups 3 and 7, agm on linkage group 6, ht2 on 

linkage group 1, dbh5 and 6 on linkage group 10) and their flanking markers did not 

exceed the 0.05 threshold in single marker tests (Table 4.3), again reducing confidence 

in their validity. However, in the case of the putative QTL for height at two years of age 

(ht2; on linkage group 1), the same region was identified as influencing height in the 

third year and this was confirmed by the Kruskal Wallis test. In each case where more 

than one map region affected a trait (myco and agm), MQM mapping identified each 

QTL region more precisely, found more putative QTL and increased the significance of 

the putative QTL identified by interval mapping. 
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Discussion 

The genetic variation within family 1 includes the segregation of variance due to 

differences between Taranna and King Island provenances of E. globulus and 

differences within these provenances. The highly significant genetic variation in height 

to vegetative phase change and the severity of damage caused by M cryptica within this 

family are consistent with the large amount of intraspecific variation known to exist 

within E. globulus for a variety of morphological traits (Dutkowski and Potts 1999; 

Jordan et al. 1993). Specifically, genetic variation has previously been reported within 

and between provenances of E. globulus for damage caused by MLB (Carnegie et al. 

1994; Dungey et al. 1997; Milgate et al. 2005a, 2005b) and the timing of vegetative 

phase change (Dutkowski and Potts 1999; Jordan etal. 1999). The significant 

differences detected between genotypes for all traits within this family demonstrate that 

numerous traits are segregating and have the potential for QTL discovery in this 

pedigree. 

The lack of a significant correlation between the severity of M cryptica (myco) and 

growth or height to phase change measurements, is in contrast to the findings of 

previous studies (Dungey etal. 1997; Milgate etal. 2005a). However, a slight, albeit not 

significant, positive correlation (r = 0.16) was evident between the severity of M 

cryptica (myco) and height at one year of age (htl), consistent with past findings 

(Dungey etal. 1997; Milgate et al. 2005a). The initial positive correlation may be due to 

the greater opportunity for disease increase within the larger juvenile canopy as 

suggested by Dungey etal. (1997). In the case of Milgate etal. (2005a), the severity of 

MLB was higher (mean leaf area damage = 34%) leading to a negative correlation with 

growth from the second year of measurement as the disease significantly affected 

growth. However, in.the present study M cryptica infection was far less severe (mean = 

5.8%), which could explain the lack of a significant negative effect on growth, similar to 

the findings of Dungey etal. (1997). In the case of height to phase change, the positive 

correlations found by Dungey etal. (1997) are likely to reflect the time at which MLB 

damage was scored (see below). 
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The negative correlation (r = -0.21; P <0.05) between susceptibility to the autumn gum 

moth (agm) and the severity of M ciyptica (myco) is likely to reflect the influence of 

ayptica damage on choice of oviposition by the autumn gum moth, since the outbreak 

of M cryptica occurred prior to the main outbreak of defoliation by the autumn gum 

moth (Jones et al. 2002b). In contrast, susceptibility to the autumn gum moth (agm) was 

positively correlated (r = 0.19; P <0.05) with height after one year of growth (htl). This 

positive correlation may reflect the fact that taller trees had less weed competition and 

provided a more prominent target for herbivory by the autumn gum moth, at this early 

stage of growth. 

Threshold levels for QTL identification 

Numerous researchers have proposed adopting relaxed type I error rates in exploratory 

QTL studies, in order to facilitate comparative QTL mapping (Lander and Kruglyak 

1995; Beavis 1998; Van Oijen 1999). Stringent type I error rates will result in an 

increased rate of type II errors and genuine QTL being overlooked. Hence, putative QTL 

at a 'suggestive' (chromosome-wide type I error < 0.05; Van Oijen 1999) level have also 

been presented. Although it is expected some of the suggested QTL will be false 

positives, others may represent QTL with small effects that may prove more significant 

in future QTL studies. Comparative QTL mapping will be particularly useful in a genus 

such as Eucalyptus, in which QTL mapping is in its infancy and in outcrossing taxa in 

general, where their heterogeneous genetic backgrounds will make QTL validation more 

difficult than in crop plants. Furthermore, the small sample size generally employed in 

QTL studies of forest trees reduces the power to identify statistically significant QTL at 

the genome-wide level (Beavis 1998). The inclusion of numerous transferable SSR 

markers in the linkage maps used for QTL location in this study presents a good 

opportunity for such comparative mapping. 

QTL number and effects 

The following discussion focuses on putative QTL that were significant at the genome-

wide level (type I error <0.05). Although one significant QTL has been reported for 
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susceptibility to the autumn gum moth (agm), it was not supported by the single marker 

Kruskal Wallis test (Table 4.3) reducing confidence in its validity. Further, the fact that 

this QTL was not present after fitting the correlated traits (height at one year of age 

[htl], weed competition and the severity of damage by M cryptica [myco]; Table 4.2), 

as covariates suggests the expression of susceptibility to the autumn gum moth (agm) is 

strongly influenced by variation in the covariates, rather than solely reflecting 

morphological or physiological based resistance per se. Hence, the QTL for 

susceptibility to the autumn gum moth (agm) will not be discussed at length. 

Three significant QTL regions have been detected for M ctyptica severity (myco), of 

which two explain a large proportion of the phenotypic variance in this study. Less 

significant QTL have been identified for susceptibility to the autumn gum moth, height 

and height to phase change. Contrary to predictions from an infinitesimal (or polygenic) 

model, QTL studies in forest trees and indeed all plants have often suggested oligogenic 

or major gene control, with a few major genes responsible for much of the total 

phenotypic variability. For example, a survey of QTL experiments across various traits 

in 20 forest tree species, found the number of QTL identified per trait ranged from 0-7, 

with a mean of 2.7, each QTL explaining from 3.4-62.6% of phenotypic variance 

(Sewell and Neale 2000). Similarly, in Eucalyptus a few major loci or QTL with 

reasonably large effects have often been identified for quantitative traits, ranging from 

disease resistance (Junghans et al. 2003), to volume growth (Grattapaglia et al. 1996) 

and frost resistance (Byrne et al. 1997). However, the common finding of oligogenic 

control must be interpreted with caution in light of the fact that the power of QTL 

detection is influenced by numerous factors including the sample size, the magnitude of 

the QTL effect and the heritability of the trait (Beavis 1998; Kearsey and Farquhar 1998; 

Erickson et al. 2004). In combination, these factors commonly result in under estimates 

of the number of QTL affecting a trait and over estimates of their phenotypic effects. 

Nonetheless, discovery of just two major QTL, explaining a large proportion of the 

phenotypic variance in M cryptica severity in this cross suggests that susceptibility may 

be under oligogenic control. The fact that the QTL are stable after fitting height at one 
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year (htl) and weed competition as covariates increases confidence that the expression 

of this trait is reflecting genetic based resistance, distinct from the influence of the 

covariates. Oligogenic control is consistent with the moderate to high heritability 

previously reported for damage from MLB within E. globulus (narrow sense heritability 

= 0.12 - 0.6; Dungey et al. 1997; Milgate et al. 2005a). However, the possibility that the 

regions with QTL of large effect represent clusters of closely linked genes cannot be 

dismissed, since resistance genes are commonly clustered in plants (Wang et al. 2001; 

Chu et al. 2004; Mondragon-Palomino and Gaut 2005). In contrast to crop plants, there 

have been few studies attempting to locate QTL affecting diseaSe resistance in forest 

trees. This study reports the first QTL affecting disease resistance in E. globulus and is 

the second reported for a eucalypt species. Hence direct comparison is limited. However, 

Junghans et al. (2003) reported only two major QTL controlling a large proportion of the 

phenotypic variation for rust resistance in Eucalyptus grandis, which appeared to display 

qualitative (i.e. Mendelian) inheritance. In other forest trees, QTL studies have 

commonly found that few genomic regions explain a large proportion of the phenotypic 

variation in disease resistance. For example, one or two major QTL explain most of the 

variance in resistance to Melampsora and Septoria in poplar (Lefevre etal. 1998; 

Newcombe et al. 1996; Jorge et al. 2005) and Cronartium ribicola in Pinus (Devey et 

al. 1995). Similarly, Young (1996) reviewed QTL studies of disease resistance in crop 

plants, finding that while there were some examples of many (i.e. > 10) loci influencing 

quantitative resistance, it was more common to find fewer (i.e. 3-5) QTL and often one 

or two predominated. 

Attempts to investigate the genetic control of resistance to MLB are complicated by the 

many potential mechanisms contributing to different levels of host resistance, ranging 

from morphological traits such as stomatal wax coverage and leaf density (Smith et al. 

2005) to physiological effects such as the hypersensitive response (Hammond-Kosack 

and Jones 1996). However, in general, the suggestion of oligogenic control is consistent 

with specialised associations that may exist between hemibiotrophic pathogens such as 

Mycosphaerella and their host. Hemibiotrophic pathogens invade living cells and 

subvert metabolism to favour their growth and reproduction, hence minor differences in 
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either organism can upset the balance (Hammond-Kosack and Jones 1996). The genetics 

of host resistance and pathogen virulence in biotrophic pathogens often fit the classic 

gene-for-gene model (Flor 1971), whereby complimentary pairs of dominant genes in 

both the pathogen and the host govern resistance. This model may apply to the control of 

resistance to Mycosphaerella cryptica in E. globulus. Milgate et al. (2005b) provided 

evidence for a close association between the host and pathogen, finding specialisation in 

the occurrence of two different biotypes of M cryptica both between E. globulus and E. 

nitens and between resistant and susceptible individuals within E. globulus, in the same 

trial as was used in this study. 

Growth has been one of the most commonly studied traits for QTL identification in 

Eucalyptus (Verhaegen etal. 1997; Grattapaglia etal. 1996; Bundock 2003) and forest 

trees in general (Bradshaw and Stettler 1995; Kaya etal. 1999), reflecting its economic 

importance and ease of measurement. Again, there is limited opportunity for direct 

comparison between studies, because most studies have employed different 

experimental designs, markers and analysis techniques. However, in comparison to 

disease resistance traits, studies have generally found growth to be explained by QTL 

with lesser phenotypic effect. For example, in E. grandis three QTL were identified 

which explained a total of 13.7% of phenotypic variation (in circumference at breast 

height) at 6.5 years of age (Grattapaglia etal. 1996). Similarly, Bundock (2003) found 

two QTL explaining a total of 18.5% of the phenotypic variance in stem diameter in E. 

globulus. These findings probably reflect the fact that growth is influenced by numerous 

adaptive traits and strong environmental effects (Eldridge et al. 1993), thus generally 

features moderate to low heritability. Hence, the location of just one significant putative 

QTL, influencing 23.8% of the phenotypic variance for height, is probably not indicative 

of oligogenic control in this instance, but may reflect bias in the estimation of the QTL 

magnitude and insufficient power to detect QTL due to a small sample size (Beavis 

1998). Furthermore, in studies where shared markers allow direct comparison of QTL 

homology with the present study (Bundock 2003; Grattapaglia etal. 1996) a total of nine 

different QTL for growth traits (height, diameter at breast height and circumference at 
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breast height) have been located in seven different linkage groups (in E. globulus and E. 

grandis combined; Table 4.5), consistent with polygenic control. 

Eucalyptus globulus, like many eucalypt species, is heteroblastic, i.e. it shows an abrupt 

and marked change in vegetative morphology. Apart from obvious changes in leaf 

morphology, the different leaf phases may also differ in physiology (Pederick 1979; 

James and Bell 2001), chemistry (Li etal. 1995, 1996) and resistance to pests and 

diseases (Farrow etal. 1994; Dungey etal. 1997; Steinbauer 2002). Phase change 

appears to be an adaptive trait, although the adaptive significance of the transition to 

adult foliage is complex and appears to differ across environments (Jordan et al. 2000). 

The timing of phase change is under moderate to strong genetic control (narrow sense 

heritability 0.2 - 0.9; Jordan etal. 1999). However, despite marked genetic differences in 

the timing of vegetative phase change within E. globulus (Dutkowski and Potts 1999; 

Jordan et al. 2000), QTL influencing this trait have not been identified to date in E. 

globulus or other species in the genus. Hence, direct comparison of QTL number and 

effects is not possible. However; QTL have recently been reported in E. grandis, for 

another developmental trait, flowering precocity (Missiaggia et al. 2005), for which a 

locus with major effect was identified segregating in close to a 1:1 ratio. Similarly, 

Bundock (2003), found one QTL affecting bud abundance in E. globulus. In light of the 

above findings and the moderate to high heritability for the timing of vegetative phase 

change (Jordan et al. 2000), it could be hypothesised that this trait may also be under 

oligogenic control, despite the discovery of only one QTL with moderate effects in this 

cross. 

Direct comparison of the number and effects of QTL for various traits is limited by the 

different species, experimental designs, analysis techniques and significance thresholds 

employed by comparable studies. However, the number and effects of the QTL reported 

herein appear generally consistent with previous studies, although there are perhaps 

fewer significant QTL than would be expected. Small sample size, a departure from 

normality in the distribution of susceptibility to M cr)iptica and autumn gum moth 

damage and insufficient map coverage may have contributed to the finding of only a few 
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Table 4.5 QTL homology in subgenus Sympyomyrtus. The numbering of linkage groups in this study is the same as that established 
in E. grandis by Grattapaglia etal. (1995, 1996). 

	

groupa  This study" 
	

Bundock (2003)e 	Thamarus et al. 
(2001)d  

	

E. globulus 	E. globulus 	E. globulus  

Marques etal. 
(1999)e  
E. tereticornis 
& E. globulus 

Grattapaglia 
etal. (1995)e  
E. grandis & 
E. urophylla 

Grattapaglia 
etal. (1996)f  
E. grandis 

Missiaggia et 
al. (2005) 
E. grandis 

1 

agm, dbh2 	 dbh6 (3) 	 density (9) 

agm 
myco 
myco*, agm 	 pilodyn6/1 (6) 

dbh3 (1 & 2) 
dbh5, dbh 6 

veg prop (2 & 14) 

veg prop (10) 

veg prop (g, u4) 
veg prop (g) 
veg prop (g, u3) 
veg prop (u8) 

veg prop (g, u6) 

veg prop (g, u2) 
veg prop (g) 
veg prop (ul) 

veg prop (4) 	veg prop (g) 
veg prop (g) 

2 
3 
4 
5 

6 
7 
8 
9 
10 
11 

myco*, ht2; ht3*, htpc* 
	

bud abundance3 (4 & 5) MFA (7) 
myco 	 pulp, cellulose (4) 
myco 	 density, cellulose (11) 

wsg, cbh 
	

Early flowering 

wsg, cbh, 
%bark 
wsg, %bark 
cbh, wsg 

a  Linkage group in this study, in maps of E. grandis by Grattapaglia et al. (1995, 1996) and Brondani etal. (1998, 2002). 
b*  Significant QTL in the present study, from interval and MQM mapping. Significance threshold determined by permutation testing 
(1000 replications; Churchill and Doerge 1994). 
cdbh = Stem diameter at breast height, pilodyn = pilodyn penetration (an indirect measure of wood density). 
For each trait # = age in years, (#) = linkage group, coded as reported in the study referenced. 
dpulp = Pulp yield, cellulose = cellulose content, density = wood density, MFA = micro fibril angle. 
`veg prop = Traits relating to vegetative propagation. u = E. urophylla, g = E. grandis,(#)= linkage group, for E. urophylla. 
fwsg = Wood specific gravity, cbh = stem circumference at breast height, %bark = percentage weight of bark wood. 
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significant QTL in this study and an over estimate of their effects. Specifically, interval 

mapping assumes an approximately normal trait distribution. Therefore, non-normality 

may have led to an over-estimate of the QTL effects (Shepherd et al. 1999) for M 

ctyptica and particularly autumn gum moth susceptibility, where the estimated 

phenotypic effects appear inflated because two of the QTL were not confirmed by the 

Kruskal-Wallis test. However, in the case of the QTL for severity of damage by M 

cryptica (myco), the fact that the two major QTL were confirmed by the non-parametric 

Kruskal-Wallis test provides some protection against a departure from normality. 

Despite the deficiencies in the present study, the power for QTL detection was enhanced 

by clonal replication of the mapping progeny and the use of F2 mapping pedigree 

(Beavis 1998), as opposed to the pseudo-backcross design commonly used for QTL 

detection in eucalypts (Grattapaglia 2000). Further, susceptibility to MLB has been 

shown to be highly heritable in E. globulus (Milgate et al. 2005a), again increasing the 

power for QTL detection (Beavis 1998). 

QTL location 

Four of the putative QTL located in this study (one for M cryptica severity, two for 

height and one for height to vegetative phase change) were found on linkage group 1 

(Table 4.3 and Figure 4.1). The same map region affected height at two and three years 

of age (ht2 and ht3) and is likely to indicate control by the same loci. This putative QTL 

(ht2 and ht3) was located at the opposite end of the linkage group to the other two traits 

(55 and 46.7 cM from the QTL for height to phase change and M cryptica severity, 

respectively; Figure 4.1), suggesting the locus (or loci) influencing height is not the 

same as those influencing the other two traits on this linkage group. However, the QTL 

peak for height to vegetative phase change (htpc) was located close (8.3 cM) to the QTL 

peak for M cryptica severity (myco) on linkage group 1, with overlapping 95% 

confidence intervals (Table 4.3 and Figure 4.1). Co-location of QTL affecting different 

traits could be attributable to factors such as the direct effect of one trait on another, 

pleiotropy, or linkage of loci affecting both traits (Prioul et al. 2004). Support for the 

first two hypotheses was provided by co-localisation of QTL for (Prioul etal. 2004), and 
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an association between (Le May 2002), canopy architecture and the severity of 

Mycosphaerella pinodes in pea. Plants with denser canopies showed faster disease 

development by providing a more favourable microclimate for fungal development and 

disease spread (Le May 2002). Similarly, evidence for pleiotropy, or the direct effects of 

phase change on M clyptica severity (or of disease on phase change), was also provided 

by the positive correlation detected between the severity of MLB and height to phase 

change in E. globulus (Dungey etal. 1997), when the disease was assessed after some 

trees had undergone phase change and others had not. In this case a mechanism to 

explain the correlation was proposed, whereby trees which undergo phase change later 

are more susceptible to MLB as a result of the greater opportunity for disease increase 

within the larger juvenile crown (Dungey etal. 1997). However, in the present study, no 

correlation between phase change and M cryptica severity was observed, which is to be 

expected, since the disease was scored (at one year of age) before phase change had 

occurred. Thus in the present case, the co-location of QTL is probably due to linkage, 

since (i) there is no correlation between the traits, and (ii) the alleles affecting each trait 

segregate from different parents. 

QTL homology 

Despite the publication of several QTL studies within Eucalyptus, the lack of 

transferability of the markers commonly employed, such as RAPD and AFLP, has 

limited the comparison of QTL information and validation in independent pedigrees 

(Grattapaglia 2000). The inclusion of numerous SSR in this study allowed comparison 

of homology between linkage groups (see chapter 2 of this thesis) and the general 

positions of QTL with other studies within the subgenus Symphyomyrtus (Table 4.5). 

For example, a QTL for bud abundance was located close to Emb12 in an intra-

provenance cross of E. globulus (Bundock 2003), very close to the estimated location of 

the QTL for another developmental trait, height to phase change, on the equivalent 

linkage group in this study. Again, this broad co-location could be indicative of a locus 

with pleiotropic control on both traits, linkage of loci affecting both traits, or the direct 

effect of one trait on the other. However, past studies have demonstrated that the timing 
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of flowering and vegetative phase change are genetically independent in Eucalyptus 

(Ipinza et al. 1994; Wiltshire etal. 1998; Jordan et al. 1999) and other genera (e.g. 

maize; Abedon et al. 1996). Hence the hypothesis that these traits directly affect each 

other can be rejected. The only QTL detected for flowering time in Eucalyptus was a 

major effect QTL in Eucalyptus grandis (Missiaggia et al. 2005). However, over 80 

genes have been implicated in the regulation of flowering time in Arabidopsis (Simpson 

et al. 1999) and sequence homologues for 21 of these have been located in Eucalyptus 

(Dornelas and Rodriguez 2005). Hence, many additional genes are likely to be 

influential in the regulation of flowering time in eucalypts. The suggestion of control by 

numerous genes does not necessarily contradict the hypothesis of oligogenic control for 

height to phase change mentioned previously, as even under oligogenic control there are 

often many genes with lesser effect contributing to variation in a phenotypic trait. 

Hence, the apparent co-location of QTL for the timing of flowering and vegetative phase 

change is likely to represent a genomic region with a small effect on each trait. It is 

likely that many other loci are influential, most of which are independent of each other, 

which would explain the genetic independence of flowering and vegetative phase change 

suggested by the aforementioned quantitative studies. Mapping additional SSR near the 

QTL region in each study would be one way to differentiate between the alternative 

hypothesis of pleiotropy or linkage. 

Growth traits can also be compared between studies, as measured by the diameter in E. 

glob ulus (dbh2 and dbh6; this study and Bundock 2003, respectively), or circumference 

of the stem at breast height in E. grandis (cbh) (Grattapaglia etal. 1996). Linkage group 

5 (or the equivalent), contains QTL for growth related traits in the present study (at the 

suggestive level), Bundock (2003) and Grattapaglia etal. (1996). However, in the case 

of Grattapaglia etal. (1996), the QTL (for cbh) is located at the opposite end of the 

chromosome to the comparable QTL in the present study and is therefore likely to 

indicate a different QTL. In the case of Bundock (2003), there are too few SSR in 

common on the linkage group to precisely determine homology. However, the peak 

LOD for the QTL in this study was located at a SSR (Emb37), which (if polymorphic) 
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could be screened in the mapping progeny used by Bundock- (2003) to verify the QTL 

.position. 

QTL stability 

Attempts to use QTL for selection or deployment will rely on QTL stability, in different 

pedigrees, across sites and in different developmental stages (Sewell and Neale 2000). 

Although QTL for disease resistance often differ with plant ontogeny and environment, 

in some instances stable QTL have been located. For example, Prioul et al. (2004) found 

that while some QTL for Mycosphaerella pinodes in pea varied with plant ontogeny and 

environment, a major QTL was located in both the seedling stage in a growth chamber 

and the adult stage in field conditions. Similarly, in conifers, a single gene has been 

located for resistance to western gall rust (Van Der Kamp 1991) and resistance was 

stable across environments (Wu and Ying 1998). In the case of M cryptica resistance, 

the prospects for finding stable QTL are positive, as temporal (Carnegie et al. 1994) and 

environmental (Reinoso 1992) stability of disease expression has previously been 

demonstrated. 

A lack of temporal stability of QTL expression for growth traits has been reported in 

forest trees including hybrid Populus (Bradshaw and Stettler 1995) and Pinus (Kaya et 

al. 1999), consistent with different abiotic and biotic factors, therefore different loci, 

affecting phenotypic variation in growth during different stages of development. 

Similarly, Verhaegen etal. (1997) investigated stability of QTL for growth and wood 

density over a three-year period in a hybrid E. grandis x E. urophylla cross. None of the 

QTL were significant for all three times of measurement, but 68% were significant at 

two ages. Similar results were found in this study, in that the QTL for height found at 

age two and three years, was different to that for the highly correlated measures of 

diameter at breast height at age five and six (Pearsons correlation coefficient = 0.90 and 

0.87, respectively). However, this comparison is complicated by the different 

measurements of growth, as the QTL detected for height at age two is different to that 

for diameter at breast height at the same age, suggesting slightly different genetic control 

of these two measures of growth. 
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Conclusion 

This study reports QTL for the severity of damage by M clyptica, and potentially 

correlated traits, including the severity of damage by the autumn gum moth, height to 

vegetative phase change and growth traits. This is the first report of QTL for the severity 

of damage by M cryptica and for vegetative phase change in Eucalyptus and only the 

second report of QTL for disease resistance in the genus. The discovery of two major 

QTL explaining a large proportion of the phenotypic variance in M cryptica severity is 

consistent with past findings in Eucalyptus and other forest trees that suggest few major 

loci often explain a large proportion of the phenotypic variance in numerous quantitative 

traits. This finding may be indicative of oligogenic control for the severity of damage by 

M cryptica, in agreement with the specialised associations that often exist between 

hem ibiotrophic pathogens and their host, and the host specificity of different biotypes of 

M cryptica previously demonstrated within E. globulus. One of the QTL for the severity 

of damage by M cryptica co-located with a QTL for height to vegetative phase change, 

for which linkage is the most likely explanation. The inclusion of numerous SSR, that 

have been used in previous QTL analysis, in the present study also allowed a 

comparison of QTL homology between other studies conducted in the subgenus. The 

QTL for height to phase change in the present study co-localised with a QTL for another 

developmental trait, bud abundance, in an independent cross of E. globulus. However, 

two possible hypotheses to explain this co-location; pleiotropy or linkage cannot be 

separated with the available evidence. This study will contribute to a fundamental 

understanding of the genetic control of the traits investigated, while the inclusion of 

fully informative SSR will allow validation in independent pedigrees which may 

ultimately enable their use in marker-assisted selection. 
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Chapter 5: General conclusion 

The Portuguese Landrace of E. globulus forms an integral part of breeding programs in 

Portugal. Until now, the precise Australian origins of this population were unclear. 

Using chloroplast and nuclear DNA markers, I have shown that the origins of the 

Portuguese Landrace of E. globulus lie in south-eastern Tasmania with a lesser 

contribution from south-eastern Victoria. Previous studies based on morphology or 

single marker systems have also indicated south-eastern Tasmania was a likely area of 

origin for the Portuguese Landrace, but the contribution of south-eastern Victoria had 

not been suggested before this study. The relatively high level of genetic diversity in the 

Portuguese Landrace compared to that in natural populations and clear evidence for the 

genetic contribution by races from two widely separated regions was not consistent with 

the previous suggestion that the Portuguese Landrace was derived from a very narrow 

original collection. The information provided by this study will be important for 

avoiding inbreeding within Portuguese breeding programs, in addition to highlighting 

the genetic resources captured by the Portuguese Landrace and those that remain 

untapped. For example, the infusion of germplasm from areas currently favoured by E. 

globulus breeders, such as the Strezlecki and Otway Ranges, would be useful for 

breeding programs incorporating the Portuguese Landrace. This study has demonstrated 

the strength of using independent marker systems, particularly uniparentally inherited 

cpDNA and biparentally inherited nuclear SSR markers, for studying the geographic 

origins and genetic diversity of germplasm used in breeding populations in comparison 

to native stands. 

Genetic linkage maps provide important information regarding the structure, 

organisation and evolution of plant genomes, in addition to providing the basis for QTL 

location. Parental and consensus maps in an F2, inter-provenance cross of E. globulus 

were produced using AFLP and SSR markers. The AFLP technique was effective in 

allowing the rapid generation of numerous polymorphic markers, providing a framework 

on which to place the more informative SSR markers. Linkage maps and QTL studies 

performed within Eucalyptus to date have included few transferable markers in 
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common, thereby limiting their application beyond the pedigrees employed for map 

construction. In the present study, the inclusion of numerous SSR markers derived from 

a variety of sources allowed the comparison of linkage and QTL information to 

numerous other studies within the subgenus. A high degree of synteny and collinearity 

with maps produced previously in E. globulus, E. grandis and E. urophylla was 

demonstrated. As a result, the maps produced in this study will contribute to the 

construction of linkage maps for the subgenus Symphyomyrtus that will provide a basis 

for QTL validation in different pedigrees and species. Validating the effects of different 

loci in different genetic backgrounds and environments, will be critical to the effective 

use of QTL for MAS. 

Fungal pathogens from the genus Mycosphaerella can seriously affect the productivity 

E. globulus plantations world-wide. My discovery of two major QTL influencing the 

severity of damage by Mycosphaerella is a significant step forward in understanding the •  

control of this disease. The data suggest that Mycosphaerella disease severity is under 

oligogenic control, a factor that may facilitate the incorporation of disease resistance 

traits into breeding programs. The results presented in this thesis are particularly 

significant because no other QTL for disease severity has ever been reported for E. 

globulus, and only one other has been reported for other Eucalyptus species (Junghans et 

al. 2003). 

Future studies 

The findings of this study highlight many potential areas for future research. In the case 

of the Portuguese Landrace study, the immense value of our databases of molecular 

variation in native stands of E. globulus for fingerprinting purposes was demonstrated. 

These data will be useful for fingerprinting unpedigreed material in breeding populations 

and for seed certification, both in Australia and internationally. For example, landraces 

of E. globulus have been established in many other countries, including Chile, India and 

Spain, often from seed of unknown geographic origin (Eldridge etal. 1993). Breeding 

programs in these countries are currently infusing new base population material with 

landrace selections (e.g. Chile; Griffin 2001). A knowledge of the native origin of 
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landrace material will be useful to avoid inbreeding and guide the infusion process by 

identifying germplasm from native populations that is lacking in the landraces. 

The linkage and QTL studies also identified many potential areas for future research. 

The linkage map produced in this study will provide a solid framework for mapping 

additional markers. It would be particularly beneficial to place additional SSR markers 

in common with other studies, with the aim of identifying homology between all linkage 

groups in the maps produced in E. globulus by Thamarus et al. (2002) and Bundock et 

al. (2001), and further investigating synteny and collinearity with the map produced in 

E. grandis and E. urophylla by Brondani et al. (2002). Placement of candidate genes 

(e.g. for wood properties; Thamarus et al. 2002; Gion et al. 2000) - especially those that 

have been found to co-locate with QTL - onto the maps created in this study will 

facilitate planned attempts to locate QTL for wood properties and other commercially 

important traits. 

Validating the QTL for the severity of damage by M cryptica in other pedigrees and 

environments will be a priority for future research. Following validation, the linkage 

map would provide a robust framework for more precise QTL location, by methods such 

as association mapping or candidate gene screening, ultimately allowing their use for 

MAS. The linkage map produced in this study will also provide the basis for future QTL 

research. For example, it could be used in an attempt to locate QTL for some of the 

morphological mechanisms that influence Mycosphaerella severity, such as the degree 

of stomatal wax coverage and leaf density (Smith etal. 2005). Co-location of the QTL in 

this study, with QTL for these morphological traits would provide further evidence that 

these mechanisms influence the severity of damage caused by M cryptica. Other traits 

that are being used for QTL analysis in this pedigree include wood properties and leaf 

chemistry (assayed by near infrared spectroscopy). 

This thesis has demonstrated the diverse roles that molecular markers can play in tree 

breeding programs. Native eucalypt forests are unlikely to adequately meet increasing 

world-wide demands for timber and pulp products. Instead, plantation forestry using 
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improved genotypes will be required. With the decreasing cost of high throughput 

molecular technologies and the development of increasingly sophisticated techniques for 

genetic analysis, it is likely that molecular marker based technologies will in future form 

an essential part of all elite breeding programs. 
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